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laden News

A summer's worth of headlines in a half-page
affairs. was appointed by Eastern
President David Jorns to take over
the vice presidential post permanent-

By DON O'IRIEN
Guide editor .·

Just because inost students left
for three months, the university
didn't shut down.
Durtng a slow summer break,
there was some news on and around
campus during the months of May,
June and July. Here are some of the
hlghlfghts.

BOG apj..w Glmaldllloll
The Board of Governors, Eastern's

governing -body, unanimously
approved Eastem's restructuring
plan at its June meettng.
,
The plan. which changed the stxcollege model to a new four-college
one, is expected to save $300,000 in
administrative costs dw1ng the 1994
ftscal year.
The new colleges are the College of
Science, College of Arts and
Humanities, College of Education
and Professional Studies and the
Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences.
Along with the new college structure are new deans for each one of
the colleges. The four deans are: Jon
Liable, the College of Sciences;
Theodore Ivarie, Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences;
James Johnson (acting), the College
of Arts and Humantttes; and Charles
Joley, College of Education and
Professional Studies.

Mwl" bathe pps med
Two faces were famtltar and the
other was new as three posts were
tllled by the univerSlty following the
spring semester.
Lou Hencken. who had been the

acting vice president for student

ly.

Three finalists, out of an initial elementary school.
Concerned parents circulated a
field of 35 applicants, remain in the
race to replace Hilke. They are Jeny petition opposing the move . Even
McLaughlin, an assistant coach at thought the building didn't violate
the University of Kentucky. John any city liquor ordinances, the move
Klein, a head coach at Division II was turned down buy the Charleston
Fort Hays State, and Usa RobinSOn, Uquor Advisoiy Board.
an assistant at Illinois State.

Barbara Hilke, who had served as
Eastern's head women's basketball
coach for the past 14 years, was
selected as the coordinator for the
Eastern Centennial celebration.
BookstDre lllueitlptloll
wh1ch wl11 occur In 1995.
Ted Weidner, who was named
a..pldld
d1rectar of Eastem's Physical Plant.
An Dltnois State Police Dept. iilVeswas the new face on campus. t:lgation into the Martin Luther King
Weidner, who was the assistant Jr. University Union Bookstore was
director of the physical plant at completed in early June, but no
Illinois State University, replaced action was taken in the case, which
Carol Strode, who had been serving revolved around •purcbastng trreguas acting director of Eastem's plant larities" at the bookstore.
since September of 1991.
The state police investigators conThe placement of Weidner as cluded that in early 1992 there was a
Physical Plant director by a search bidding procedure that was no concommittee brought to an end a two- ducted properly but that there was
year vacancy for the post.
no evidence that the parties involved
received any financial benefit from
the deal. The report also said that on
Ilk ralpJ - - - post
Hilke stepped down as women's one occasion, an Eastern employee
basketball coach in late May to take received a gift from a saJes represenher new position with the untverstty.
tative worth approximately $300.
"Professtonally, you get to the
Instead of taking any action,
point were you would like to make a Eastern accepted the voluntary resigmove," said Hilke, who amassed a nation of a union employee and
234- 171 record in her 14 years as began to institute additional safehead coach. "Hopefully this admtnts- guards in its purchasing procedures.
trattve-type of experience wtll allow
me to pursue other things down the
road." Hilke said that she would like
In mid-July, the corporation that
to wind up as an athletic administra- owned Joker's, 1412 Fourth St., tried
tor in the future.
to transfer their liquor license to a
During her tenure, she helped new establishment at 1000 18th St.
coach the Lady Panthers to a
The building that H.H. Hootrs corGateway Conference championship poration wanted to move the license
and NCAA Tournament berth in to sits in front of a trailer park
1988. She was a finalist for the between Charleston High School and
1980-81 Women's Collegiate National Wllb Walkers East. The building ts
Coach of the Year following a 25-8 also in close pr axlmity to Charleston
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Junior High

Stlldellls called tD batlle flood

What started as a typical summer
turned into a summer of service for
some Eastern students.
With the Mississippi River overflowing its banks and ruining both
land and lives along its shores, many
Eastern National Guardsmen were
called to help battle the flood. That
also possibly meant gtvtng up summer classes, wlllch were about at the
halfway mark when they were called
to action on.July 8.
"1llere goes summer school right
down the drain," said Kevin Moore, a
senior economics major who was stationed at Kinderhook. "1lle army ts
paying for my college. This is the
least I can do, right?"
The students took their summer
change in stride, "too.
"This ts my class now," said Jeffi
Shanholtzer, a senior sociology maj
as he secured sandbags on a levee.

On the covers
Section A: Sophomore music
major Jayme Barnard transcribes music notes from a
class tape.
Section B: Old Main from an
unusual angle.
Section C: Eastern quarterback Jeff Thorne looks for a
receiver in a game at Southwest
Missouri last year.
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Having non-alcoholic fun
in Charleston is possible
By DON O'BRIEN

a nice 9-hole course, Norton

Guide ecfrtor

Knolls.

So you think that there
isn't anywhere else In
Charleston to go and have a
good time except the numerous bars that are scattered
about town.
Thinking that would be

wrong.
Charleston has a number
of clifferent places to go during the day and at night to
h ave a good time without
getting bombed on alcohol.
For alternatives from
Eastem's bar scene, college
students have two different
places that they can go, the
Ughthouse. which is across
from Lawson Hall. or the
Hangout, which is uptown
on Sixth Street.
The Ughthouse, located in
the basement of the Wesley
Foundation's basement. ls a
nightclub without the alcohol. It comes complete with
black walls, special lighting
effects, DJs, a concession
stand, ping pong tables. pool
tables and a place where students can just sit down and
talk.
The Hangout ts open to
college students on Saturday

outdoors, Fox Ridge State
park is the place to go.
Situated eight miles to the
south of Charleston on Route
130. Fox Ridge ts the perfect
place for those who want to
get closer to nature to go.
The northern area of the
park has 750 acres of public
hunting land and there are
I 0 different trails to hike
through. Each of the trails
are marked and some are
connected to provide a longer
hike.
If sports. other than hiking, is your choice of fun
there are a number of public
golf courses in the area.
Charleston boasts one public
course, Pleasant Grove public links, Mattoon has a pair
of public courses, Rogala
KEVIN llLHOFFEl/Sbff pllote1rapller ' ~ts :a~~~:~~.mt public links and Buck Grove
A Charleston youth tries putting at the Charleston Putt and th '::' h
ou golf course, and Oakland,
Swing complex earlier this summer. The Putt and Swing ts
e co 0 1·
which ts a 15- mile drive
one of many fun places to go in town.
For those that are more northeast of Charleston, has
inclined to have fun in the

For a workout. Eastem's
students can go to the
Student Recreation Center or
join one of the fitness clubs
in town.
If more leisure-type sports
ts your game, Charleston has
a two bowling alleys to
choose from. The cheaper of
the two ts located in the
lower level of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union. With an Eastern ID.
students can get a reduced
price on games and shoe
rental. The union bowling
alley also has a video arcade.
pool tables, pinball machines
and dart boards. One advantage to Charleston Lanes is
that the lanes automatically
tabulate your score.
A new arrival on the
Charleston fun scene is the
Putt and Swing complex off
of 18th Street by Wilb
Walkers East. The complex
features an 18-hole miniature golf course. a swimming
pool and batting cages.
Charleston also has Its
own movie theater. Will
Rogers Theater, 705 Monroe
Ave.. shows first-run movies
for only $1.50 admission
price.
There are also various
bingo parlors around town
that hold games on different
nights of the week.
•
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OPEN 24
HOURS

612 W. Lincoln
Charleston
345-7535

HOMETOWN PRfUD

Welcome Eastern Students, Faculty & Staff

,.._.

Saturday August 21
thru
Tuesday August 24

!._ __________________ ...! LI
Limit one item per CC:upon one

. Subject to state and local t8l<es.
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Welcome
to Eastern
This Is it. Eastern Illinois
University is the home of
the Panthers, Gov. Jim
Edgar and Old Main.
By choosing Eastern, you
have made an excellent
selection for continuing
your education.
Eastern's history is rich
with tradition. From the ivy
that covers the Livingston
C. Lord Administration
Building (Old Main) to the
Buzzard Building. which
served as a grade school
where Eastern students
gained hands-on teaching
experience by instructing
the children of Charleston,
to Greek Court, where
many of Eastern's fraternities and sororities are
housed. Eastern is a unique place to learn.
Besides Gov. Edgar,
other famous Eastern
alumni include singer Burl
Ives, actor John Malkovich,
basketball star Kevin
Duckworth and football allpro Jeff Gossett.
The tradttlon of The Daily
Eastern News New Student
and Back to School Editions began more than 20
years ago, to welcome students to campus and provide the inside information
on Eastern as well as
Charleston and the surrounding area.
In this first section. we
will try to catch up on what
happening on and around
campus during the summer
break. Included in this sectidn ts a story on •fun stuff
to do in Charleston and a
complete guide and schedule to the Panther Preview
program.
The second section is
devoted to the campus and
entertainment in town.
Included in the campus
section are looks at the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, the
Student Recreation Center,
Booth
Library
and
Eastern's Health Service.
Also included in the section
is an overview of the
Charleston bar scene. a
look at some of the different
kinds of music acts that
stroll through town and a
glance at Eastern's Theater
department's fall lineup.
The third. and final. section centers on Eastern's
sports teams. Included are
rosters and schedules of
most of the fall teams.
Eastern's football team
will try to post its first winning season since 1989.
The volleyball Panthers will
attempt to follow up on
some success they had last
year and Eastern's soccer
team looks to rebound from
a sub-par season in 1992.
Eastern·s men's basketball team returns its top six
players from a year ago and
the women's basketball
team will soon have a new
head coach. who will try to
turn the Lady Panther pro-

SUPPORT

EASTERN'S

PARENTS

CLUB

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Address:
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _State: _ _ ___;Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
Student's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Circle Year in School FR SO JR SR
New Membership _ _ _ _Renewal ____One year Family Membership, $10.00
Pay by Check, Visa/Mastercard (Circle card) Card # - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration Date _ _ _ _ _Signature of Card Holder _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __;;;__ _ _ __

PARENTS

CLUB

PROJECTS ,

1O $800 Parents Scholarships awarded Annually
Maintains Parents Club Student Emergency Loan Fund
Publishes Parents Club Survival Manual & Quarterly Newsletter
Co-sponsors Parents Weekend
Members receive advance mailings of Parents Weekend ticket forms
Supports other University projects
Make Checks payable to EIU Parents Club. Send form and check to:
Parents Club, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston IL 61920

Restaurant, Bar,
Banquet Facility

Open 7 days a week
Mon - Sat 11 :00 am - 1:30 am
Sun 12:00 - 11 :00 pm

Phone 345-7849 (Stix)
Call for carry-out

~ose Banquet Facility
Parties, weddiiigs, etc. 300 capacity

• New All

•Live DJ

Top 40 "Bot Bit's" every night

• Pool 9-Classic Tables
"Best in Charleston"

• Laser Karaoke

Sing Along Tuesday 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm 5 pm Friday

• 2 Big Screen/Satellite TVs
(Sports Headquarters)

• Dart Video Center
• Compact Disc Juke Box
• 4:00 Club Friday
free food

• We never charge a cover
Ask about our new banquet facility for your private parties!
We support BACCHUS and designated driver program and support and encourage responsible drinking. 19 year old
entry age, must be 21 years old to consume alcohol. Identification Required - Drivers Lie. - EIU ID

Sunday Buffet
Pizza (Mon.)

gram back into a winner.

This preview to life at
Eastern should be a pretty
good start to what needs to
be known about Eastern.
Enjoy.
- Doll O'Brla

Join us everyday for our salad bar and on Sundays
for our Delicious Salad Bar & Buffet.
(1 Oo/o off w/EIU discount Card)

"A Splash of Class"

Charleston's #1 Alternative

••

Preview kicks off year

Fiie plloto

rowslng
Eastern student prepares to buy textbooks outside of
Textbook Rental Service. Eastern is one of few school
has a book rental system in place. The school occaholds book sales to sell books that are no longer
used in classrooms.

niversity Board
eeds members
The University Board is a Special Events. Subway,
teer student organiza- Video Tape, Concerts.
whose goal is to provide Homecoming, Graphics.
campus with the high- Lectures, Human Potential,
quality of entertainment Movies. Performing Arts.
activities at the lowest Productions and Communible price to students.
ications.
These activities include
The UB is always looking
es, concerts, lectures. for new members for all of
mecoming weekend and its committees. The UB
y more events. The office is located in the
d consists of 13 com- Student Activity Center.
ees and two execut.tve Room 20 l of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Dedicated
People
Needed
for
Editorial
Positions
This Fall
Fill out an
application at
Buzzard Building

ByDONO'mEN
Guide editor

PANTHER PREVIEW

For the third consecutive
year, Eastern's orientation
office is offering its ·Panther
Preview" program.
The week-long program is
shorter than last year's twoweek long program. But it is
packed with programs and
activities that cater to both
new students on campus
and others returning students.
Ellie Huber. the assistant
to the director of orientation.
said that the office worked
hard to provide activities all
day and night for the students to take advantage of.
The program kicks off on
Aug. 21 with a reggae
Jamaican jam featuring
lony Bell and Kutch.le." The
concert. sponsored by the
Parents Club, Alumni
Association and the office of
orientation. starts at 9 p.m.
on the south quad.
Residence halls, with the
exception of Stevenson Hall,
open at 10 a.m. that morning for all new freshmen and
transfer students. Eastern
greek organizations will hold
a "It's Greek to Me," parentstudent informational meeting Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Helping those new students move in on Saturday
will be Panther Pals.
"Panther Pals is when
upperclassmen help new
students move Into their
dorm and answer any questions they may have about
Eastern," Eastern student
body
president
Luke
Neuman said. "'The students
who participate in Panther
Pals even go as far as to carrying the new students boxes
and stuff up to their rooms.
On Sunday. Aug. 22, students are expected to pack
the campus pond for a
Panther Picnic. Sponsored by
the office of orientation, the
picnic. which starts at 4 p.m.
will provide free pizza, a DJ.
volleyball and a student volunteer fair.

Also on Sunday, all residence halls open for all other
students at 10 a.m.
A student organization day
will be held outside textbook
rental service from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 23.
"Also. we will be setting up
booths near the place where
students rent books containing information on different
organizations," Neuman said.
"so students will be familiar
with all of the clubs and
groups available to join on
campus."
Also on Monday. an allcampus scavenger hunt will
be held in the library quad
starting at l p.m. At 3 p.m ..
orientation for international
students will take place in
room 211 of Old Main. A
bowling special will be held
from 6 p.m. to l 0:30 p.m. at
the union bowling alleys.
Each game will cost 75 cents
and shoe rental will be free.
Monday's festivities will
wrap up with "Quadstock,"
which is a University Boardsponsored event. Quadstock, which starts at 9 p.m.
on the south quad, will feature a DJ. gtve-aways and
free food.
On Tuesday an introduction to student organizations
program, "Let the good time
roll," will be held from l p.m.
to 4 p.m. on the third floor of
the union. Groups such as
the college republicans.
Black Student Union. Black
Greek Council. Multi-cultural Student Union. University

Al I Recent Hits
$2.00
For 1 Week
(7 Days)
•iiiiiiiii;iiiiiii!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!~~~~~~r -
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Board, BACCHUS, the
lacrosse club, LASO, student
government and campus
ministries will take part in
the program.
The Black Student Union
and Black Greek Council will
hold a welcome back picnic
at the campus pond from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. and the bowling special will be repeated
on Tuesday.
Tuesday's highlight features "Selectracutlon," which
ls an electronic message
mixer. It will be in operation
from 9 p.m. until midnight in
the south quad. A DJ will be
spinning tunes and there will
be gtve-aways and cheap
food.
After the first official class
day on Wednesday, Aug. 25.
the musical trio of Epperson,
Wescott and Davis will play a
free concert on the south
quad. Free chips and salsa
will be available during the
concert, which starts at 8
p.m.
·Panther preview" moves
inside on Thursday, Aug. 26.
"The Bodyguard." will be
shown at 8 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the union.
Admission to the show is $1.
A sexual assault prevention program. ·sexual signals: Unmixing the message," will be held Friday,
Aug. 27, at noon in the
library quad. That night, a
hot mix dance party will be
held at 9 p.m. in the grand
ballroom of the union.
Admission to the dance ts
$1.

.

A volleyball tournament •
and an night-time activity
wrap the week up on
Saturday. Aug. 28. BACCHUS will hold a volleyball
tournament at the campus
pond at 2 p.m.
"Quakin the Quad Il," the
sequel to the highly successful spring program. "Quakin
the Quad," will start at 9
p.m. on the south quad. It
will feature sumo wrestling.
the human fly trap, a gyroscope. atrball for volleyball, a
comedian and free food.

- Jennifer Krogh contributed
to this story
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Make life easier with
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: It's long distance unlike any other ••• designed

Now your phone can do everything an answering

! especially for the long distance calling needs cl off.

machine ever could ••• and morel

: m1ipus sb&lls who slue a phone will roarm"*5.
•
•

THE ANSWER couldn't be easier to use. There's no equipment to
buy, no tapes to replace, nothing to break down or repair.

m

It'$-~
rr""x . r

:

to use
as malcing a phone cal
•

~

c•

:..i::;:__

qryoor JJllUl!.11; aricl a special "stutter" tone tells you when
you've goc a message. Enter the access number and your code, then
listen to your m~. It's that simple.
v "1'& ·

l. YOU GET A SEPARATE LONG DISTANCE BILL FOR
YOUR CALLS ONLY - no more questions about who made which
calls and who pays!

••

2. YOU GET nIE GUARANTEED LOWEST BASIC RATE
OF AT&T, MCI AND SPRINT ON EVERY DOMESTIC
CALL - we compare the basic rates of AT&T, MCI and Sprint for
each domestic call, then guarantee to meet or beat the lowest basic
rate for that call.

:
:

•••
•
:
•

Works 24 hours a clay, 7 days a week
THE ANSWER works all the time-whether you're in or out or
already on the phone. (No answering machine can do that.) It can't be
accidentally unplugged or turned off. Callers never get a busy signal.
Instead, they'll get THE ANSWER with a personal message in your
voice, asking for their message ... even if you're in the middle of a call.

3. YOU GET A CALLEDGE CALLING CARD - for easy long
distance calling when you're away frt:>m home anywhere, anytime.

•

When you sign up for CallEdge Roommate long distance, your
personal authorization code allows you to get a separate bill for your long
distance calls only. Any or all roommates can have CallE.dge Roommate
long distance, so they can share a phone without the hassle of sharing a
long distance bill.
You'll al.so save big bucks with Consolidated's guarantee to meet or
beat the lowest basic rate of AT&T, MCI and Sprint on every domestic

Usten to your messages from any phone
No more running to an answering machine to get your messages.
THE ANSWER lets you get your mes.sages from any Touch Tone
phone. From a friend's phone. On the road. Even when you're home
on Christmas break!

1lE ANSWER turns your phone into the smarlest,
fastest, easiest, most nimble anw.wing system
available anywhere at any price.

call.
It's easy, so why wait. Take charge of your long distance charges ...
sign up for CallE.dge today.

Only $3.50 per month
TO GET CAUEDGE THE ANSWER AND
ROOMMATE LONG DISTANCE CAU OR VISIT US

••

tl

r;;~b-~~~i:,7--1 i r,. Comm
Consolidated
'ca"'-'
I
On-campus srudems can sign up for TI-IE ANSWER by going
I to the Telecommunications Department in the Telephone and
I Security Building at the ~mer of 7th and Grant. The cost is only
I $14.00persemester.
·
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638 West Lincoln 345-9300
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Some helpful hints on avoiding
the notorious 'freshman' label
{F.ditor's note: This column
by Barry Smith, 1976-77

editor in chief of The Daily
Ea.stem News. has become a
tradition in the Back to
School and New Student editions. It remains classic

"advise" for freshmen. Er!}oy
I- with a grain of salt)

It can probably be argued
that most young people continue into college after high
school so that they can be
aomething: nuclear physicist, teacher, man, married
er whatever.
But, when on that first
day on campus you sit in
your dorm room, a little
bewildered at being cut off
from your frlends and family
(perhaps with some relief),
JOUI' aspirations will seem a
big way off.
It is time to learn how not
to be something - a freshman. Don't look of help from
upperclassmen, most of
whom will dny ever being a
teshman. I was never one. I
came to Eastern with all the
worldly knowledge and
ave sophistication of. at
a graduate student.
And you can not expect
d from other freshmen.
t do they know?
But. out of my own kind. and the generosity of
e Daily Eastern News. I
ve compiled a few tips
ntlal to getting through
first few days. Follow my
tructlons and within two
ks people will stop whisring behind your back
d pointing to you on the
ldewalk. Hell, you may
get invited to a party.
First of all, make sure
body knows you live in
dorm. All freshmen must
e in dorms, but most
e the mistake of trying

Guest viewpoint
to hide the fact. By freely
admitting it - even saying
that you like it - you take on
the assured air of one who
lives there not by law but by
choice. Namely an upperclassman.
Frequent the library
instead of the bars. Freshmen still have four years to
catch up on their studies. so
most use their free time to
"socialize", which means
loosing the use of all five
senses through some kind of
stupor inducing drug.
Juniors and especially
seniors are still trying to
make all those incompletes
and are carrying 21 credit
hours to cover up for
dropped classes. so you'll
seldom find one living it up.
Besides, you will probably
be carded, and that's a dead
gtvaway.
lf you decide to go out,
there are some things you
should know about the
male-fewa.le relationship on
campus. If you are a goodlooking young female, make
it a point to seek out senior
men and offer to buy them a
drink, especially if they look
like they might work for the
campus newspaper.
Male freshmen should
simple sit back and enjoy
their own company because,
face it, you have no chance.
Look foiward to spendina a
lot of time talking to your
own pillow.
The ability to dress like
an upperclassman ts an
acquired trait. The only way
to fit in is to have an inherited wardrobe from an older
brother or sister who put in
at least three years at col-

Sale Dates

lege.
That's because being a
student doesn't py very well
and there's not much attention to neatness. So those
two pairs of Levi's and the
clean shirts your parents
bouth you won't look right
until they have been
reduced to a lump of wrinkled rags tn the corner of
your room and have stayed
there for no less than two
winters.
There is one way to get
the proper look. Whatever
clothes you have on right
now. don't take them off
until at least midterm. Of
course, if you're thinking of
joining a fraternity or sorority, the problem ls much
simpler. Invest in a truckload of double knits, then
when you arrive on campus
buy anything with greek letters on it.
As far as academic life
goes, you11 be anchored in a
bunch of low-level classes
that all freshmen must take.
You can skip the disadvantage by dropping subtle
hints that you "should have
passed this class the first
time." It won't necessarily be
a lie; you probably covered
the same stuff when you
were a sophomore in high
school. And you flunked
then, too.
If you do happen to get
into an upper-level class,
answer as many of the
instructor's questions as
you can, even if you don't
know the answers. It will
clearly label you as a
freshman, but the upperclassmen will thank you
for it.

ALL AROUND TRAVEL
Your #1 Travel Headquarters
For the 93/94 Semester
•Airline Reservations
-Car Reservations

•Tours

207A Lincoln Avenue

348-TRIP

(Next to Clark Station)

· Aug. 21Ii22

Get yours

Noon-6pm
• Aug. 23 ·Aug. 27
8am-6pm

before they
seDoutl

The 1993-94 Eventsful
• UB, athletic and theatre events
• campus phone directory
• academic calendars
• room for daily notes
• a grade keeper

COME TO

CHARLESTON'S
COMMUNITY
FEST'93
All Day Sat. Sept. 25
12 - 4 pm Sun. Sept... 26
on
The Charleston Square
Barry & The Broadway Boogie Band

Karaoke ... Ninja Juggling
Farmer's Market. .. Raffles
Car Show... Exhibits
Sidewalk Sales ... Rides
Children's Games & Programs
Food & More ...
JCTC, Boatman's National Bank, Monroe
Street Cafe, What's Gookin', The
Uptowner, Community Bank & Trust,
Columbian Savings & Loan

301 W. Lincoln

No Charge For Our Service
,1

©0=0£[R1[L~~LJ;

with participating stylists • offer good w/this ad only
First time clients only.

345-6363

W~9Jacft

SludenU;!

TRAVEL ,
@nnrD)r2~QJJ
~ l..n) l£

l.9)

1111

ONLY $4!

Sponsored by

Free Services For:
•Amtrak
•Hotel Reservations
-Cruises

On Sale in the
Union Bookstore Lounge

I

I

Hours:
PHONE

217-345-7731

ONE STOP TRAVEL SERVICE
SINCE 1967

9:00am - 6:00pm
Mon-Thurs
9:00am - 7:00pm
Friday
9:30am -12:30am
Saturday

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Watch For Spring Break Specials
VACATION CRUISE SPECIALISTS! • HONEYMOONS

~~

-.. ·.

,, h t

11

'i l h o o I E d i t i o n

·· ·

z.: i

Reserve Now ••• PLEASE BAVE ORDER

BY AUG S9m

BEST RENTAL RATES fl QUALITY
••• at E.l.U.
l !l

i'

lhw11

\:11.·, -.1

"'

I·: : · ..

l 1:th

THE MINI-FRIG

$29.00

RESERVATION DISCOUNT
PRICE FOR THE ENTIRE
YEAR
Holds 36 12-ounce containers of your
favorite beverage
Only $1 .79 per month when cost is
shared with roommate

•
•

All refrigerators are of the highest quality;
have attractive walnut grain finishes; meet
housing regulations; have adjustable
shelving and ice cube tray; are available for
purchase option; and are pretested to
operate perfectly or will be replaced
promptly.

THE SUPER-MINI FRIG
$
•

3 3 •0 0

RESERVATION DISCOUNT
PRICE FOR ENTIRE YEAR

WHY PLAN ~AD AND SA
Heservation ordering allows us to
our inventory needs better, and
these savings OQ' to you. Last
hundreds of ~students didn't re
discount ICE BOXER fridges and
$10-$20 more or couldn't find one.

FREE DELIVERY
TO EIU RESIDENCE HALLS
STARTING THE DAY THEY OPEN
Auo 21. 22

bll.ll

10:0CM:11

1~:00

On ........ . , _

10~:30

1~2:30

l'wllrgl.otM-f.mlofl>onN

VINSON • T.Cl'l.Oll

10~:111

2~:30

"""°Lot WOn • • It

l.HClJj, DOLS• SNNSH

1:004:00

4:114:30

SoUlh PwlUr-o Lot

F()llC), ~[Y. WBLS\

,.. Unco*l f« Dlhwy Time

Go lb l..ln:l*I

l'9oe&mlH

,.. Unco*l f« 0.-V Time

Go lb Llncc*\

Holds 52 12-ounce containers of your
favorite beYerage

•

Only $1.84 per month when cost is
shared with roommate

After August 23, Call:
Local: 345-7083
to order. • •And Nn1 0.linry Schei/uh

TWO GREAT MONEY-SAVING•••
WAYS TO ORDER
#1. Send a •15 Refundable Deposit -OR- #2.
Once you've reserved, the balance of •31
for a Mini or •35 for a Super-Mini will be
collected upon delivery to your dorm. The
deposit is returned after the unit is pickedup in May of 1994.

Charleston's U E.l.U.'s

I,..
I
i
I
1

-------

Save Even More and Receive
_*Free Gifts <•s.oo value)

Use the Super Discount Pre-Payment
Order Coupon and not only save •2.
more but receive
free heavy-d
extension cord ('6.00 value) and a 2-1
bottle of soda.

a

-.,

1.
RESERVATION COUPON
To reserve your ICE BOXER dorm refrigerator for the
1993-1994 academic year at EIU, fill out this order
blank and send a •15 deposit, check or money
order.
0 •31 for Mini-Frig
0 •35 for Super-Mini
M.11 tD: _
ICE _
BOXER
P.O._
lox_
512
81920
Name
_ Aemmle
___
_°'81teftlln
_ _ _IL_
__

r-~-----------------2. •· DISCOUNT/PREPAYMENT SUPER~OUPON
PLUS FREE GIFTS
Please reserve my ICE BOXER for the
academic year at E.l.U.

Address------------Town
State _ _ Zip _ _ •

RENTALS
P.O. Box 512
Charleston IL 61920

Serving EIU since 1984
Reservation Inquiries call

(217) 345-7083 weekdays 5-8 p.m.

I Campus Address if k n o w n - - - - - - -

•

tt you are not sure of your new campus address,
keep the delivery schedule and meet our trucks
when you arrive.

L

fUUY ~MNTUD • PUUY REfUNDUll

Mu• . . ,,,,__,_,~ . .. , •• ta3
·w11n1n ...- w iefund
mwt lie pOlll!Mlbd ..., AueU9t 24. 1H3

Addresa
lbwn
__
__
_~-------_ __

Campus Address If known _ _ _ _ _..-..,;

'·

Keep schedule and meet truckS.

, •2 off~ Ptloe Whh n. ecq,on ...
. FREE
;

Hu\v My Emnelali Cclfd end 2~ d &odli
MU9f II POlmlilNICID Wt AUGUST tt, t let

L---------~----------

JI you lorget to reserve, we will
have some extra units available starting Aug ZI·
••• At non-reserve prices ••• See above schedul

. .. '

l-

Union

Rec Center

Student center ojfers
something for everyone.

On-campus fitness center

·

See page 3.

helps students stay fit
Seepage 5.

Greeks
Fraternities and sororities
to open withfall rush.
Seepage 11.
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WELCOME BACK STUDE'NTS
Rubbermaid

MIRRO

Roll Around Cookware Set

Cart

7 Pie~e
Non-Stick

Framed ·
Poster Art

Laundry

12 PK of

Basket Hangers

16"x20"

Assorted Colors

$18. oo $1 5 .88 s6. 99

s1. 99

78¢

r--~~~~-r.:===SAVINGS==:::::;r~-L-~~---.

10" Tropical
Plants

s7 .97

Pepsi. Dr. Pepper
· Mt. Dew • 7-UP
and more

SALE

s2. 49

Storage
~ Crates

s1.91

12 PAC

~A_ss_ort_e_
d _va_ri_et_ie--.-s-~=~SAVINGS ==~-A~s_so_rt_ed_2:.__Vi_ar_:_ie_tie_s--1

Bed
Pillow

Bean Bag
Chairs

5 Piece
Sink Sets

Blankets

$14.88

· s2.91

2/$7

Assorted Colors

Assorted Colors

Assorted Colors

Bed Rest
Pillow

Flip
Chairs

Door
Mirrors

Furniture

s7 .88

s29.oo

s5.oo

Standard Size

2/$5
Chintz

13"x49"

Full Size

Ready to Assemble

$19. 88
Assorted Varieties

PRICES GOOD AUGUST 19 - AUGUST 29 MATTOON K-MART 100 DETTRO DRIV

Dally Easten1 leWI

,

•

,'

,
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erv1ces
bound
•
n union
Although the Martin Luther King
. University Union may look like a
. glassy building from the out. it's a pretty happening place on
Inside.
The union has many student serlnslde ranging from a 24-hour
station to a candy store to a
kstore stocked with any school
pplies a student could possibly
along with a lot of other items.
The union is made up of a east
and a west wing connected by
a glass walkway. In the walkway,
Video Lounge shows movies on a
screen and provides tables and
for studying.
The union gives the students two
lees of places to eat.
The Rathskeller. located in the
level of the east wing, serves
ches and hot plate specials in
cafeteria-like style.
The prices at the Rathskeller are
for students. They have daily
sand a $2.99 Panther Pleaser
s that consist of a full-course
al. It is open Monday through y from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The other eating option is the
pus McDonald's. It is open
y through Sunday at varying
If you 're not quite ready for a
. but have a sweet tooth - you
always take a trtp to the Sugar
k. It offers a variety of things
ding popcorn, pretzels. and a
range of candy.
Also. if you are short on money
union h as a 24-hour Cash
lion. The station accepts Cash
tton, Easy Teller. Easy Answer,
Malik. Money Network. Cirrus
Exchange cards.
Another way to get some cash is
gh the Check Cashing Station
to the University Ballroom. It
ows students to cash checks
y through Frtday from 9 a.m.
4 p.m. Personal and two-party
can be cashed up to $35. offus payroll checks and money
up to $60. and Eastern paychecks up to $100. There is a
t fee for cashing ctiecks.

Fiie pltoto

An Eastern student tries to roll a strike this past spring at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union bowling
alleys. The alleys are just one of many union features. Others include the campus bookstore. an automatic teller
machine, a sugar shack and a McDonald's.

Look what's back at EIU!

. . .~lM1UtJ
.
--------------------, r-----------------------,
50¢ OFF " l l ANY CHICKEN
Any SandwiCh
cept JunJor Roast BeeO

ll

SANDWICH

I I

!i

only

$ I •99

0

GAMES!
Sumo Wrestling
The Fly Trap
The Human Gyroscope
Moonbounce Volleyball

+tax

~~~~ : l~~~~"m,"~~~o

Oii ti STOA11 SPECW.S VAi.iD OM.Y AT
NllY'S RESTAURAHT
JllMl3nRlMXW3.

I I COUNTS. OIUI STORE~ \IAUO OM.Y AT
I ICHAALE!m)tj AMYS RESTAURAHT.

1

I 10000 7112/1113 nf'IU-.

1

-------------------~ L-----------------------~

--------------------, r-----------------------~
5 REGULAR
AST BEEF FOR

only $

5.00

+tax

l

:I

l
I

ANY LIGHI'
SANDWICH

only $

1.49

+tax

l~~~~~~

nRJ-.

1COUNT& 0A ti~ SPECIAlA VAi.JO OM.Y AT
1CHARl.ESTON AABYS AESTAUl'Wff.
100007112/llClnRI-

l
lI

l

LIVE D.J.!
Kevin Kramer

I

·

:
I
I

Saturday, August 28

-------------------~ L-----------------------~

TASTE THE ARBY'S
DIFFERENCE

310 Lincoln Ave.• Charleston• 348-5144

1111

9 pm-1 am
Library Quad
Rain Location: Grand Ballroom

1111

48

B<ic k to
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Tlte Dally Easter• Ne

· Allplt
·
21, 1993

Theater department offers ~L~~AAR~oN~,s~HAIR~CARE~
both new and old for fall
~,...~ ·No:!ent
necessary
805 Tues. - Fri.
Eastem's theater department Is offering something
"old" and something~ i r
this fall's season.
The department Is bringing
back two hits from this summer's season - Neil Simon's
"Rumors" and "Broadway
Bound". The casts of both
shows will be the same as
this summer's, with one
change In "Rumors".
After these shows come
two new offerings to the theater.
One is "Havers Holler,
W.V.". a new musical with
script written by Eastern theater faculty member Marjorie
Deuhmig. and music written
by Eastern jazz musician
Herny Butler.
The show. according to
Deuhmlg. ls a dramatic. or
"dark" musical, differing from
the comedic fluff-filled musicals that are generally seen.
The music consists of "contemporary country music".
centered around a skewered
version of "Our Town".
The fourth and last show
In the fall's season Is the first
annual Chrisbnas show. •A
Christmas Carol". adapted
from Charles Dickens' novel
by theater professor Dr. Jerry
FJsenhour.
While the show will be
faithful to the ortglnal stmy,
Elsenbour hopes to bring
somethlng new to the play.
AudfUons fir the latter two
shows wdl be held at a yet-tobe determined date early In
the fall semester.
Audition requirements are
a performance of two con-

8-2 Saturday
CHARLESTON, IL 61920

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
403 LINCOLN AVENUE

(217) 348-1644

~: : : : ~~ ~ :::::i
: : 1. . . . .~.~-~ . .,,}:l. . . . . . . . .·. · .· .·. ·:
~~~ Only $20 {
mOurVJSIONCARE ~j~
:~;

PROGRAM.

;;; •• BONUS!! ••

~:~

=!:

~~~ Fmt Replacement ~~~

Students...

.~~

Facuhy._
Ad . •

.

-.

ID!D~IOD... ~:
Stan'._
~~

;::
Lens FREE
:::
:::
:~: <uchldel .,-ity lcwe) ~;~ ,iRE AU EUGIBLE '.~

... .....

An Eastern students works on a set for a play at the
Doudna Ffne Arts Center.
trasttng monologues not to harmonica player.
exceed flve minutes in length.
The show wOl also require
Those audfUonfng for "Havers two child actors, a 10-yearHoller, W.V." will need to have old g1rL and an eight-year-old
a prepared song to sing at
audtttons. Musicians are also
needed for the show. In particular, a banjo player, and a

boy. Anyone interested in
auditioning info should contact the theater department
office at 581-3110.

~

~
:·

j~ 904 E. Lincoln ~

~: 2 Blocks East of :
;:
OLD MAIN

~~ ey. Eunined ~ aljcerwed :
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::/.........~:~ .........·

;:

JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARCH****•••••••••••••••••••JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARCH •••••••••••••••••••••JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARC
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GET A JUMP ON You~ Joe SEARCH ••• GET INVOLVED EARLY WITH THE
Career Planning and Placement Center Services

M
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•
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~computerized

placement registration process ... only $10.00 (Includes free resume writing
software and EIU Placement Manual)
• Four free on-campus job fairs open to Qll students
• Resume and cover letter critiques
• Resume printing
• Laser printer for resume and cover letters
• Career counseling
• On-campus interviewing
• Weekly vacancy bulletins (Includes permanent as well as Internship vacancies)
• Free Job seeking seminars
• Extensive Career Library with many career planning and job search resources

Hours: 8:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m. (Monday-Thursday)
& 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. (Friday) .
(Evening Hours apply only when classes are in session)

Location: Student Services Building - Room 13

JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARCH***••••••••••••••••••••JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARCH •••••••••••••••••••••JUMP ON YOUR JOB SEARC

...., Euten -

'

""' ·
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Student recreation center
can help keep you in shape
IJ JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer

Has anyone ever told you
that you will gain weight
when you go away to school
]Jecause of the food served
the cafeteria?
There is no need to fear
ause you'll have plenty
f time to workout in
astern's Student Rectlon Center because it's
n everyday for a total of
ut 101 hours a week.
In the past. if students
ted to workout they had
go to Lantz Gym. but
eation time was limited
ere because they had to
ork around classes and
athletes' schedules.
"In the Rec Center, we
er hours at almost any
e of day until late in the
ght." said Jeff Dvorak.
e Rec Center definitely
a lot to offer for everye. The first two weeks of
ch semester we usually
about 10.000 to 13.000
udents coming through
gate. but after then it it
pers off until the middle
the semester."
Since its opening in
l. attendance at the Rec
enter has Increased.
ording to Dvorak. there
a 108 percent increase
student attendance from
tz Gym. and each year
cJpatlon doubles.
The Rec Center offers a

wide range of aclivllies to
studenb. Each semester
there are intramural programs. daily aerobics. basketball, racquetball and volleyball courts. a swimming
pool. an indoor jogging
path. several cardiovascular
machines. free weights and
nautilus equipment.
"We have found our
intramurals top be a successful program." said
David Outler. director of
informal sports and intramural programs. "The participation is excellent. and if
students show lack of interest then we tend to drop the
program. A lot of our
changes are made because
the students bring up new
ideas."
The Rec Center has
expanded its programs
tremendously. When aerobics started out. only 12
classes were offered per
week - now there are
approximately 40 classes
per week.
"Participation is close to
l 00 people per class in aero bi cs." Outler said. "We
really _thought the participation was outstanding."
This fall's aerobic schedule has not been finalized
vet. but there will be something for everyone ranging
from low-impact to highimpact to step aerobics to
faculty and staff aerobics.
"Although there is not

much male participation in
aerobics. intramurals has
more men participating so
we feel we have something
for everyone." Outler said.
If you happen to have a
friend down for the weekend and don't want to miss
your workout.. then you can
bring them along for a
small fee. Guests are welcome as long as the person
bringing them is a full-time
student with a validated
1.0.

Each student is allowed
one guest per visit. but the
visitor must pay four dollars to get in and workout.
But. if the guest is an intermed ta te family member
then they are allowed in
free of charge.
If students are only attending Eastern as part
time students. they still
have access lo the Rec
Center if they obtain a
recreation card.
Part-time students may
purchase a recreation card
for the Rec Center by paying $4.60 for each credit
hour less than 12 for which
they are registered.
"I believe the Rec Center
Is a great attraction here at
Eastern because It provides
a lot of athletic equipment
and there is no other place
on campus to play open
rec," DuUer said. ''We've got
air conditioned facillties
and we're very consistent in

Fiie pboto
An Eastern students uses an excercise bike at the Student
Recreation Center to keep fl.L

scheduling aerobics and Center is a sad sentiment.
any other activities we have
"I believe you've got to
have a healthy body as well
~oing on."
He said for a school this as a healthy mind." Outler
size to not have a Rec said.

Post this with all your
Emergency Phone Numbers

345-4449
Shear Professionals oN HAIR
We have the 'Rx for Bad Hair Days
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TU DENT

"BeetLllGrlll

~nJ.~~~=~
WE DELIVER

11 a m to 2 p.m. LIA'leh

4 p.m to Midnight

Located at 405

Ju•tcall
and-'llzlp 'emtoy.1

Uncol~

345-2466

World's Famous Joey's Dogs
Served on our Freshly Baked Hot Dog Buns

Chio9fo 0og ,,.,.18td. klltcl!up, poddo, Side O r . - - In«! WI IOO'lto ........._
cncn...reWl.
end ceay 181 ,... Ft8lldl
mm aiF1*
,..,
clopIOmllD
flll frlM
.15
DNlle

Dot - ~ liloa Chago

dogl ., one bun -

CRAZY

a-Frtee
.25
p ,. llomr9ll 8lk:lle-4 yQi ,_, rad sauce.

but two

Cheu• Dog-eame great dog & bun
smcll1ered ., cheddat cheese ..
WOWl-------··.$2.09
CblU Dot-with heaping pile of cl1dl c:on
came--OREAT
POI
Cam Dot
.29
a - a a. Doo-OW pitij on 11:11> o1
our 1'111 dogs
smoller9d In ctllddar
ci-

'*'

WOW wh1U loldl

~ask (no c:twvel

P 75

8- llllllr Onion Alngt---Sl.48
StNll Dtllgla

HomtmldtBr--.-ThellMllll-.711
Giant ClnMmon Rotl~ur 1pec1a11y,
made here-<all lhe day bticw. lot latge
Olders.
a.lllr llWI 1110101

20 oz. D11ra
Iced Tea· Colla • $prilt
..$2.311 I oz. Coll9t.

"'°"'

...................

Super Soaker 50

Regular 1200

n"

Remember· Your Dad Wants
You to Eat at Joey's

88¢

79¢

Regular 9.99

Char~ ~

289

12 packs
Regular, Light, Dry

499
SALE

$399

Ladies' Canvas
Sneakers

$39!1ted

$599

Assorted Sizes

"Big Roll"
Bathroom Tissue

Pure American
Spring Water

Quanities

2•

°"'°"'

--·--.......

assorted or white
175's

.IO

fllllan SluNg.-sptcy sausage c:ool<ed Gyroe ·A combo ol lamb & beet SM8d on
owe our chat ·broil "11 by ~ Malll 10 pet· a hand strek:hld pta btead. lqiped wl1h
lecDon- _ ,
48 home made aJCll'nber -.1Dm81Des
.ro cncn • Ille 11111 gyyoe
Combo 8•1 a S.uuge • aame great In CMlrll llnoll
2•
beef & llUCI w!111 llld ll:ldad l\ick. I WiJ Grtlld Qilcllen lf11l!y maMa19d
sausage tor one ol tile best undwlches w!'de cll08n ~ (Nol CllUCNd end
5
tere
lonnedl !11led on and lettuce·
WiJ S8Mld on
Philly a - Sttllt • a • oz. beef sleek wi1ll mayo. gnlled "''th
& sweet peppe<a ll10n our fresh balled buntl---2.49
COY9<8d w1111 provolone cheese •
11e1111r e..t rneke e.ner 11utgtn • Out1
1111 next beet thing 10 vlslUng Pllllly • i. 1111 e..tt.ourbeef11 an beet. no lilllr
Yo!
and cad<ed IS yQ1 order, CJ-.ef 1he open
Pollah 5au11g9 not fer eie tan~ llirne ol Char-broil g1I. SIMld on CU'
•• gQll"ll. l&ly smcl<.ed 5allS3ge gile<I ~ ITl3dHler8 CMlrl buns IOpped ...,,, musopen lbmes
serwd ,.;:ii )W'thdlce tml. kelctlup. relish, pd<le. cnons. mayo
ol lapplrlg on cu home maoe tr~ bread ~
em clla1g8

'*'

Keystone

shoots up to 50 feet

.....

"" -

Suave
Shampoo or Conditioner
16oz Bottle

.711

11w1 siced bell, cociled ......... Dt11m • 4, Yes 41 !oz.,_
lllilrl slow ~ l8UCI -.ilh mll 5'Jtled on cu hOmt , . - br9ld. all·
hCI Pllll*1 on.,. ....
IOc:lled.., cu GtarOnHlyll nwiwa rad
~

Kleenex

Assorted
Fashion Sunglasses

11.0I

Locally Famous Sandwich Department
All Sandwiches Served on our Fresh. Baked Bread & Buns

111111111

Walgreens can fill your prescriptions from back home ...
Just bring in your bottle and we'll do the rest!

':':b"°

179

o:,~ble Hamb~:.=-=-~79

CheHel>wger
Double a - Burger

ut
19

COKE
REGULAR, DIET,
CAFFEINE FREE.SPRITE

2 LITER

99¢

3 ~~ $100
s
1000 sheets/1 ply

1.5 Liter

79¢
Regular 99c

SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH AUGUST 28TH 1993

~
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Heart Speaks to Heart!
'

Mass Schedule: (starting Aug.

22)

Sundays, 11 :00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Coleman Hall Auditorium, Room 120

Newman
Catholic
Center

Wednesdays, 9:00 p.m.
Social following Mass
Newman Chapel, 9th Street & Lincoln Ave.

Opening Week Events:

Newm.an Catholic
Center Staff
- Roy Lanham,
Director ;Gampus
Minister ..,..
Holly Walters,
Campus Minister
Father Bob Meyer,
Chaplain

Sun., Aug. 22, New Student Picnic
After I I a.m. Mass (Coleman) come meet people
at the Newman Property, next to University Courts
(Free gift packs after mass)

\.

Wed., Aug. 25, 9:00 p.m.
Mass & Watermelon"
Newman Center, 9th & Lincoln Ave.
11

Sun., Aug. 29, Hog Roast!
After 4:30 p.m. Mass (Coleman) venture on down
to the Newman Center, 9th & Lincoln

Phone 348-0188

TUESDAY
SPECIAL

Twisty

Stix

$ 1 ~,?x

$499

WITH ANY PIZZA PURCHAS

•

LARGE PIZZA
ONE FREE TOPPING OR
ONE 320Z P~PSI

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax wh
applicable. Deli\"ery areas limited to ensure safe drtvl
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are
penalized ror late deliveries. C 199::1 Domino's Pizza, I

r--------LAKGE-PiZzA-----

L-------------------------------------------ONE FREE TOPPING OR
2 FREE PEPSI'S®

$6~~
' EVERY DAY, JUST ASK
Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any
offer. Prices may vary. Customer pays sales tax where
cable. Delivery areas limited to ensure sale driving.
drivers cany less than $20.00. Our drivers are not
for late deliveries. C 199::1 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

r-------MEDIDM-PIZZA___ _
•

L-------------------------------------------ONE FREE TOPPING OR
2 FREE PEPSI'S®

$4~!?

EVERY DAY, JUST ASK

•

Valid at participating stores only. Not valld with any
fer. 1'11ces may vary. Customer pays sales tax where
cable. Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving.
dr1vers cany less than $20.00. Our drivers are not
lzed few late dellverte.s. C 199~ Domino's f'\zla, Inc.

Dally Eastern News

Bar scene is good
or those of age
s:
• Being the home of Governor Jim
ar.

• AlloWing, through the grace of
leaders, bar owners to admit
year-olds in to their bars.
Okay, maybe Charleston is really
known for two things, but the
of the two is an important one
most students.
Because of this local attitude, stunts who were once regarded as
derage are now allowed to partake
the myriad of entertainment
rtuntties offered to them in bars,
the exception of drinking.
But where to go with this new
d freedom?
Where is the new student to go to
take of the exciting world of
ns and taverns?
To ease the new students into the
flow of life at Eastern, here is
list of the local establishments and
e pertinent information to help
e an informed choice.
Stu's . 1405 Fourth St., riddled
th surfing paraphernalia and
ce music, this two-level emporiis one of the few places in town
to the wshake your tail feath-set. Even though there is normala cover of a couple bucks. the spemusic nights and occasional
make Stu's a local favorite.
Friend's & Co.. 509 Van Buren
.. is home to the Dungeon. one of
e most happening alternative
sic spots in Charleston. Bands
all across the country play in
at could easily be the loudest
in Charleston.
Friends also features import beer
tap and some of the best inexpenfood in town in the front bar and
I tables and dart machines in the

Mmiddle room."
Ike's Little Cam.pus. 411 Lincoln
Ave.. almost straight across from Old
Main. is a fixture here at Eastern.
Even though it is lmown recently as
a predominantly greek bar. lke's is
the home of one of the infamous 4
o'clock clubs that cater to the student who wants to get a jump on the
weekend.
Jerry's Pizza and Pub. 320
Lincoln Ave.. the pub is in the basement. the pizza is up above; this is
the most important thing to remember about Jeny's. Featuring some of
the best pizza in town, as well as the
pitcher of beer that makes it complete, Jeny's is a great place to hide
from the food service food and seek
something worth eating.
Downstairs are pool tables and
booths that perfectly accentuate the
almost subterranean feel of the bar.
Marty's, 1466 Fourth St.. home to
another of the 4 o'clock clubs,
Because of its proximity to the campus, Marty's is one of the most widely known bars in town. Boasting
daily lunch specials and some of the
coldest longnecks in town, Marty's is
a favorite among those who have that
odd hour in the middle of the day
with nothing lo do.
Mi ke a n d S tan's Stable, 504
Monroe Ave.. with an opening time of
6 a.m.. this is one of the few places
that caters to the early birds as well
as the night owls. An interesting mix
of natives and students. this can be
an interesting place to go. but only if
you are 21-years-old.
Mothers, 506 Monroe Ave .. (a.k.a.
Mom's). Mom's is a sprawl of a bar,
bedecked with antique signs and
boasting one of the weirdest mixes of
music in lhe Charleston area.
Dancing is encouraged. even though
it might not be possible because of
the press of humanity that tends to
take up residence in Mom's for hours

Dorm Fever?

345-3334

Econo

Lodge '
10 W. LINCOLN AVE.
HARLESTON

217-345-7689

& Stan·~ ...

·

"O • -

..-Friends

i

1My~

'

i ~Stu's,.

Stixl

Panther's

~

'

Charle
Bar
Crawl

Ike's

~

t.a~~

at a time. Beware the lines that may
form, for this bar has the only foosball table in town.
Roe's Tavern, 410 Sixth St., having private booths and some of the
most potent air conditioning, Roe's
has been a favorite for decades.
Roe's is another place to go for live
music, generally of the rock and roll
variety. Roe's is a popular nightspot.
so be prepared for large crowds.
Stix. 1412 Fourth St.. pool tables
by the hour. piZza by the slice and
darts till your head explodes, these
are a few of the reasons to visit SUx
any night of the week. Boasting a full
range of food and drink. Stix one ups
the old fashioned pool hall by providing music and waitresses in some of
the most unusual outfits in town.
Ted's Warehouse. 102 N. Sixth
SL. Is a bit off the beaten path. but
any fans of lhe harder core varieties
of music will find the search well
worth the effort. A cavernous place

that puts the band basically on a
pedestal, Ted 's usually charges a
cover charge on the nights that
bands play, but look for coupons in
The Daily Eastern News.
The Uptowner and Cellar, 623

Monroe Ave.. sitting on the historic
square, The Uptowner boasts one of
the widest selections of food and beverages available in Charleston. It is
possible to drink your way around
the world without ever leaving your
barstool. This little sojourn should
only be attempted by those who are
21-years-old, due to the Uptowner's
strict 21-only entrance policy.
For those who enjoy the bar scene.
Charleston is a mecca. but just
remember to bring your driver's
license. an Eastern l.D and a designated driver. Most important,
remember that if you are 19. you can
get in. bul that is not the green light
to drink. The legal drinking age is
still 21.

•Balloons
•Free Delivery
•Homemade
Candy
•Gifts
•Personalized
Chocolate
Novelties

We are now specializing in custom
made gifts for your
fraternity or sorority!

\.

QUEEN-KING BEDS
D.D. PHONE

~~y~Mon".'Up~wtn~\

M..

Just For Laughs
For all your gag gift
needs!! Gifts that
will make them laugh.

For 2500/month you can have a
7ft x 9ft room to store all your
extra gear at U-Store Inc.
you qarry the key!

FREE CONTINENTIAL BREAKFAST

·
~ Thirt\teys
.. Roe's ~
-~

"Now Open"

NEED MORE SPACE?

NEWEST MOTEL
FREE HBO

Ted't

'
'
'
'
''

la

-

Q11

IS

NEW SHOTS AT OUR
SHOOTER BAR

I

Roe's Welcomes Back Students
W/Nightly Drink Specials
Served at one of our ~ Bars

*(Serving Beer, Wine Coolers, Shots, & Mixed Drinks)

Every Thursday is Draft Night w/Dance Music played by D.J. Kevin Kramer
Friday is Alternative Night w/ D.J. Kevin Kramer
On Saturdays We Have LIVE Bands
Roe's has 2 Dance Floors, D.J.'s, Pool Tables, Games,
& More, Private Party Facilities w/Special Keg Prices

345-9066 or 348-8018

Get Your Rock's off at Roc'sl

••••••
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W
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'
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Mother's.
Bar
Where there's always
something special

D.J., Pool, Food,
~ ''Let's Party!"
~

r---------------CO-ED HAIR

1

:

STYLING
..

:

3oo off haircuts reg. $11

I
1

500
- off perms

An Eastern student studies for final exams last spring in Booth Ubrary. Booth houses a
collection of more than 600.000 volumes of information.

:I $3°0 off sculptured nails

While imposing, Booth is helpful

& Lincoln
1 7th
(EAST OF "OLD MAIN")
L

Fiie pboto

By MITOI McGl.AllGHUN
Staff writer

Booth Llbrary is an imposing place for a lot of students.
The stone-faced facade
houses a collection of over
600.000 volumes and a large
collection of audio/visual
resources that are readily
available to all Eastern students.
All students will end up at
Booth Llbrary for some reason during their stint at
Eastern. so the.re is no reason to be intimidated by the
thought of walking through
the doors for the first time.
The majority of the books
in Booth are kept in the
stacks; two subterranean
levels with an endless supply
of nooks and crannys in
which to study in the quiet
only a library can provide.
To proVide the students
with ease in finding their way
through the rows of books
and tables. Booth Library
has posted signs which will
provide the best route to any
part of the library complex.
To aid students in locating
particular material. Booth
Library has installed electronic search terminals to
replace the old system of

615 Monroe
North Side of
The Square

348-8223

card catalogues that are now
primarily relegated to gat.hering dust..
Reference librarian Carl
Lorber. explains that two new
services. ERIC and IBIS have
supplemented the coverage
of the Illininet routine which
searches through l 0.000
periodicals dating back to
1988.

"The Illinois Bibliographical Seivice (IBIS) routine can
be used to search through
sources in five different categories: business periodicals.
general science. humanities.
the Reader·s Gulde and a
social science category. It can
search through one or all of
them to provide a very large
pool for the students to
choose from," Lorber said.
The Education Resources
Information Center database
(ERIC), explains Lorber. is a
more specialized database
that allows students to
access the most recent information in the education field.
"Students should realize
that all of the state's library
systems are at their disposal.
The on-line catalogs can
search every available catalogue and by using the procedures for an inter-library
loan, a student can conceiv-

ably get just about any information," Allen Lanham. dean
of Booth Library ex-plained.
Lanham stresses the
importance of integrating the
available library materials
into every class.
"Some students will only
read the materials that are
specifically assigned or recommended by lheir instructors. This practice does not
take advantage of the large
amount of information that
is at their fingertips." Lanham said.
Booth also has a rare book
collection. as well as a very
diverse collection of government publications to answer
even the most obscure questions.
The people In charge of
helping students answer
these questions are the
knowledgeable reference
room staff, who often pride
themselves on being unstumpable.
If a student just wants
someplace to hide from the
elements and find a quiet
place, the R & R room offers
a place to sit in a comfortable
chair and lose oneself in one
of the new works of both fiction and non-fiction that are
housed there.

Carry-Out
Available
Sunday Night
Delivery

EXPIRES 10/31/93

------

348-7818

CAMPUS·WIDE
Friday, August 27
Grand Ballroom
9 p.m. • 1 a.m. _
$1 W/1.0.
T-Shirt and Tour
Button Giveaway!

1111 Human Potential
EASTERN'S
ONLY MUSIC
STORE
- Tie dyes
- Licensed Grateful
Dead Products
- Kaleidoscope Candles
Louted It 4th & Uncoln
-Jewelry
(,Auoss from Harde•'•)
-Bahas
Only Imports in
- T-shirts
Six County Area
- Crystals

Open 7 days a· week

348-2884
10 am -10 pm

~

We buy, sell, and trade

Sabirday, Ml8t 2N

e DalJy Easter• News

Charleston music scene
caters to different genres
ly STEPHEN P. CARMODY

Slaff writer

As is the case with any
college crowd, music is a
Jery important part of surYlving the daily grind of
classes, term papers. and

s.
For some, music is an
Uet for all of the pent up
stration and aggression
at builds up from academic pressures. For oth&rS. 1t is a way to relax and
us their thoughts. And
r still more. il is a social
dicator and mandatory
essory that is almost as
portant as your hairstyle
II' the clothes you wear.
In the last few years.
Charleston has come a long
y in its effort to provide
student body of Eastern
With the supply of music
that it demands.
Live music venues such
as the Dungeon at Friends
d Co. and Stu's Surfside
e listened to the call for
new and vital music that ts
st a little off the mainetream beat.
Call it underground,
ematlve, sub-pop, avantde, or even abnormal,
ut whatever you call it,
t used to be the slightly
ft-of-center sounds that
uld only be found in
hadowy back rooms,
ges. and college radio
ons are now the poputunes de jour.
Charleston's live music
blishments have reactto provide the students
th top name acts in the
ternative sound. Stu's
rfside books big name
tional acts several times
semester. Last year they
d out audiences for such
ts as the Chicago-based
terial Issue and the
rovers as well as Los
eles' DaDa. In the past.
ey have even had such
-the-wall acts as A Flock
Seagulls.

.,

Friends and Co. is also a
~or provider of cutting
alternative music. The
they provide cover a
de variety of styles and
ds.
Hosting at least two
ows a weekend and a
uple during the week,

The Dungeon at Friends is
probably the most consistent supplier of college-orien ted live music in the
area.
The acts they bring in are
usually up-and-coming
bands that haven't been
nationally recognized, or
local bands on their way
up. Acts such as Chalk
Circle, Small Ball Paul from
St. Louis, and The Fossil
Dogs and Cathertne·s Horse
from Charleston are among
the bands fighting their way
up the bar band pecking
order in the Dungeon.
Still, the Dungeon does
manage to pull in some big
name local and national
bands. They have hosted
the Drovers as well as The
Lupins, The Didjits, and the
Springfield-based N .i.1.8.
Other musical outlets in
the Charleston bar scene
can be found at Ted's
Warehouse, Roe's Tavern.
Stix and The Uptowner.
Ted's Warehouse has for
many years been "The Place
To Go" for people who like
their music on the loud and
heavy side. Headbangers
and classic rockers alike
flock to Ted's to get their fill
of high decibel entertainment.
Ted's has hosted such
acts as the locally popular
Clockwork Orange and
Ivory Grand as well as such
national acts as the
Metallica tribute band,
Damage, Inc.
Roe's tavern is the place
to go for alternative dance
music. Providing a live DJ
three times a week along
with occasional live bands
like the locally popular
Shadoobee, Roe's second
room and upstairs bar can
be high volume hang-outs.
Djs at Roe's cover the musical areas of Techno dance
music, alternative dance
music and classic college
music with thousands of
watts of power and stacks
of speakers and lights.
Roe's biggest competition
for the DJ scene is Stu's
Surfside who has DJ'ed
dance music all weekend
and an alternative dance
night every Wednesday.
If you like country or
karaoke, Stlx is the place to

go. Every Tuesday night
they have a country night
with karaoke open to all
from about 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
On Fridays. Stix has a general karaoke night as well
as a DJ. They also have a
DJ on other nights, with
special nights like 80's
night or 70's night.
The Uptowner and Cellar
has also hosted several
small bands and musical
performers in the past.
Such wonderful blues-rock
acts as Springfield Shakey
or the trio of Epperson.
Wescott and Davis, have
been known to perform
there.
The small space and the
friendly atmosphere make
The Uptowner's occasional
live shows a very intimate
experience.
Also recently acquired is
Charleston's only record
store, Positively Fourth
Street Records. Situated on
the corner of Fourth and
Lincoln, Fourth Street
Records is a godsend to a
musically starved college
market. Before the store
opened last year the only
places music could be
bought in town were Walmart and Tokens.
When local Charleston
resident and Eastern student Kirby Johnson opened
the store. he wanted to provide a service for students
that had been sorely lacking before his arrival.
Fourth Street provides a
wide variety of music as
well as novelty items such
as posters. lava lamps,
incense. T-shirts and even
jewelry. If there's a selection
that they don't have their
special ordering policy will
make sure you get what
you want quickly and
cheaply.
Whatever your musical
tastes, Charleston has
numerous hot-spots you
can find your favorite
sounds.
So, whether you need to
go and move your body to a
nimble DJ and pulsing
lights, or you want to feel
the grunge and grind of
screaming guitars reverberating off brick walls,
Charleston has a place for
you.
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Fraternity and Sorority Rush!
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"We come to college not alone to
prepare to make a living but to
learn to live a life."
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Sign-ups:

~

Saturday, August 21 1:30-3:00 p.m.
University Union Grand Ballroom

zM

Parent/Student Orientation

M

Saturday, August 21 3:00 p.m.
"It's Greek To Me"
Union Grand Ballroom

M

An informational meeting designed to acquaint you
with Eastern's Award winning Greek system.

~
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Don't miss our

$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday!
• Large Dining Area
• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine
345-3890

or
345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON

Serving EIU Since 1964

r-----------,ri----------,
Large Pizza :: Late Night
&
Qt. Coke

:: Special
::

Free Semi-Thick
Crust on orders
11 placed after 10 p.m.
11 (with regular cheese)
11

$8.45 + tax::
(Not good with any
other offers)
EXPIRES

10/31/93

II
II

EXPIRES

10/31/93

L-----------~L----------~

- RICHIE FLORISTS

East of Campus 11th St. & Lincoln Ave.

345-5808

()

•
•
•
•
in

The Daily
astern News

Fresh Flowers, Single Roses, Vased Specials
Plants, Silk Flowers, Mug Arrangements
Balloons, Air Walkers
Stuffed Animals
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED BY PHONE
Western Union Agency
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Health
•
services
available
When sickness strikes
and injuries occur look no
further than Eastern's
Health Service to cure your
ails.

Health Service. which is
located on the corner of
Seventh Street and Hayes
Avenue. provides quality
health care on campus.
Staffed with four doctors,
seven registered nurses. a
radiographer. a medical
technologist and a registered pharmacist. Health
Service provides students
health and hygiene-related
services including X-Ray
facilities and pharmaceuticals. In addition. it provides
free allergy injections. vaccinations and immunizations. as well as general
consultation and treatment.
"I think we have an
excellent staff," said registered nurse Sue Lipka. "If
we can't help students we
refer them to some who
can. We are here to provide
the students with the best
health care we can."
Health Service is open
from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Frlday and
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Saturday.
After the facility closes
on weekdays. a nurse is on
duty and a doctor ts on call.
During these hours students must enter through
the rear entrance.
There is no charge for
individual visits to Health
Service. The cost for medication prescribed by the
university doctors for fullUme students starts at
$1.50. Maintenance and
prescription drugs are prescribed by private physicians are sold at cost plus
handling. Pharmacist Lou
Marble said.
For after hours emergencies students should go to
the Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center. located west
of town on Route 16. Health
Service must be notified of
all emergency room visits as
soon as possible. This
assures processing of
insurance claims and payment of medical charges.
All Health Service visits
are recorded and kept on
file for future reference.
Excused class absences
are not granted by the medical staff. Documentation of
visits for an excused
absence from an instructor
will be given upon request.
However. whether or not the
absence ls excused ts up to
the individual instructor.
Counseling for birth control and tests for pregnancy
"'" and venereal diseases are
provided by Health Service.
Birth control pill prescriptions can be filled for $2 or
$4 if prescribed by a private
physician.
In order to be treated in
Health Service, students
must present their Eastern
ID and fill out a medical
history form.
- Staff report
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2 17-345-7838
2 17-345-3010

1419 E. Uncoln Ave

P.O. Box 356

FIRST WEEK

Owner, NEAL DILLION

Charleston. IL 61920

Just to get startlld!

You're in Charleston and just found out there is not much to
do! Sure there isl
Enjoy the activities at the Wesley Foundation:

4:30-6:00p.m. New Student
Welcome
6:00 p.m. Free Supper,
Games

Sunday, August 22:

..... Welcome Back Students . -..

7:00-? p.m. Dance at the
Lighthouse
7:00 - ? p.m. Cafe Tone

... We offer a complete list of services...
•
•
•
•
•

Printing
• Office Machines
Copies
• Ribbons For
Resumes
• Typewriters & Printers
Office Supplies
• Office Furniture
Graduation
• Fax Service
Announcements
• UPS Shipping
•Art & Drafting Supplies
... and much more!

6¢ Copies ... Everyday!

I

Monday, August 23:

(Coffee House)
Tuesday, August 24: 7:00 p.m. Ice Cream Social
Wednesday, Aug. 25: 9:30 p.m. Communion
Thursday, August 26: 7:00 p.m. Getting to know
You! (Dessert and V'ball)
9:00 p.m. -1 :00 a.m.
Friday, August 27:
Lighthouse

Where?

The Wesley Foundation

6A11"0N

across 4th Street from Lawson Hall
For more information or a ride call

PRINTING OFACE PRODUCTS.
I

Phone 345-6331

418 W.Lincoln
Charleston, IL

348-8191or345-3455
...
\,.

Fax 345-1338

CLIP AND SAVE.
EVERYDAY CARRY·OUT
AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI
A Medium (14")
Thin Crust Pizza with
AnyOneTopping
of Your Choice

I tdDMONICAL'S
:
I ~PASTAB=3
I
Starting at

$595

:

$279

$7.95 with a
Large Pizza

I
I
I

Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.

See list below for pizza prices with additional toppings.
CARRY-OUTIDIUVIRY SPECIALS

-----------99C SPECIALS
-----------BRIADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough

Breadsticks with TangyTomato
Sauce............................... just99e
With choice of Mild Cheddar or
Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce
.. ....................................... .Add60(

GIANT 32 OZ SOPT DRINK
Choose from a selection of CocaCola products................just 99¢

EXTRA CHEESE Add Extra
Cheese to your pizza and get an
Extra· Generous portion of our
choice Mozzarelfa......... just 99¢

PIZZAS

Medium Large

PASTA

7.15

Choke ol 1 Topping.-·-·-··..-·-....-...... 5.15
Chok:e ol 2 Topplnp-·--·-·-·-'""-·-· . . .
CllOb ol 3 Toppinp-·-········-·-··-·-· 7.11

I.GI
10.21

Served with our •pedal Carlie Breadlticb.

Cholcaol4a·-·-·······-·-·····-·-· ..,.

11.37

VeggieWJ eptableCombo).. _.____

12.51
11.51
11.51

TOllTIWM AA individual Older of meatfilled Tortellini wllha lightly1plced Marinani
S.uce.........................,..................- .............1.29

Deluxe C1 ~

1)..·-···-···········-·-··

Defight (5 Toppfngt).......................--

t.•
a.•
a.•

~~~t~~!.~.~~~~.~~-~-~-~~~1:

Charleston • 909 18th Street

348·7515

UVIOU A generoua lndlviJual portion of
-I-filled Ravioli with Marinara Sauce..1.29

~~~-~-~~.~~-~-~~-t:.1:

INDIVIDUAL PIZZAS

SANDWICHIS

IPACHIT'll AA Individual MrVing ol Spe~ wllh Marinara S.uce. ...... ·-·-·-·-·.2.71

lllZIA 1P1C1AL AA Individual 0 Pizza, Individual Salad and a Large Solt
Drink. ....... _, _____ ·-·-·-··-·--·-·-·-·····-·-·....
r PIZZA AA individual a - Pizza....2.71

CHiia Thin11bd Ham and
American 0 - . on French Bread. Served
bot. CJUpe included....-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-··· 2.15
. , , . . IU8 S.lam.l, Ham, Su.uune- S.u·
up, Lettuce, Sweet Onion, Tomatoa and
llllponedO-.Sewd hotonfrench en.d.
included .••.. _. __ ··---·-····-·- -2.15

IPAGMn11 WITH MIAT9AU.S AA Individual aerving ol Speghetti and Meatballs
with MariMn S.ucie.........................- .....1.29
Spaghetti and MatbeU. with an Individual

.

r

Additional Toppinp...-·--·-·-··-··· .2ID eech

Extra 0-..-·-·---·-·-·-··---·-·········· .!ID
Premium Blend <Mazzarella• Colby).....•!ID

MAii

a

au,.

~~-~-~~-~~~.~-~.~1:

S.a.d and Large Solt Drink........·-··--- 4.11

IU9 A a111aller venlon ol the Super
Sub. Allo MrYed with Olipe..-............. 2.21

tflB
":iLonl,,
Mlilaed
......... a.a.. ......... __.hat
llDI' l'CI 1M

Oil Frwll Brwl.

Ham.

au,. hdtaded ·-·-·.2.11

_ . . , I M M ....._, Tcm1ato.,
Sllreclcled Canot1 and Colby Ch....

·-·-··-·-·---·-·--··----·---·-·-·-··1111
PMTY 111.M ·----·-··--·-·-·--·-··I.GD

Clml'l 111.M A delidoUI combination al
1.-..-. Hun, 0-and Fr.It Vegetabl.a
wttb chob ol o.-ma.·--·-·-·-·-······· 2.15
Extra partiolll al SUd Dr-.Utg;
S oz. cup .a 20 ~ 2.0I
DllllmG CHOICll: French, 1000 I•
land, Creamy Italian, Creamy Italian Ute.

PUTY PASTA

A group-ponioa ol our lpldalty J>.ta

<enough a

~s

s-op&e>. __. with CarUc

lln9datkb

1Wlal.m ····-·--·-··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-····
IAVIOLI ·-····-·-·-··--·-·-·-····-·-·-·-·-·····
9Mlllm Wll'll sauca....................7.51
INlhii ii Miii WTULLl._._._.t.tt
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of Alpha Stgma Alpha sorority compete in a tug-of-war competttton during last spring's Greek Week. Fall sorority rush "begins on August 21 and
rush "begins on.J\,ugust 29th.

reek rush begins with orientation program
Council hold a student-parent ort- 27th. A $20 fee is charged for each
entation ceremony called. ·u·s female wanting to go through rush.
Greek to Me,· at 3 p.m. in the Sulllvan said that this fee h elps
rush or not to rush?
Grand Ballroom of the Martin with the costs of two sorortty rush
hat ls the question many Luther King Jr. University Union.
publications as well as paying user
ern students will ask them"This ls a great opportunity to fees to a computer service that
when they arrtve on campus. reach out to parents, so if their helps keep everything organized.
fall.
child calls back a week later and
Sorortty and fraternity rush will
tern sororities and fraterni- tells them they are rushing, the overlap for the first time this year.
will hold their annual fall rush- parents will have an idea of what The various Eastern fraternities
the first two weeks of the they are talking about," said Eileen will hold a "Fraternity Forum,· on
aemester.
Sullivan, who serves as an assis- Aug. 25 and 26 on the Library
rush festivities will start on tant director of student acttv- Quad.
21 when representatives from itles/greek affairs.
From 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. each
Panhellenic Council. lnterfraSorortty rush begins on Sunday, day. fraternities will have members
ty Council and Black Greek Aug. 22, and extends through the in the tent to speak with potential

rush candidates in a casual setting.

·mie fraternity forum) will be a
way to catch people between classes and have a chance to talk to
them," Sullivan said.
Fraternity rush begins on Aug.
29 with bus tours to each of the
fraternity houses both off-campus
and in Greek Court. There is no
beginning fee to participate in fraternity rush.
The Black Greek Council will
begin its annual rush procedures
on Sept. 12 with a 7 p.m . meeting
in the Grand Ballroom.
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Eastern
Illinois
University
Theatre
presents:

The
1993-94
Theatre
Subscription
Season!

Students

SAVE

50o/oott
regular ticket
price!
OPTION I

HAVERS H0 l l ER, WV -

Original Musical by Maqone A. Duehm1g and Henry Butler

8:00 p.m. October 20, 21. 22. 23, 27. 28, 29. 30 and 2:00 p.m. October 24. 31 -

A CHRISTMAS CAROL -

..

On the Mainstage

A Classic Holiday Entertainment

7:00 p.m. December 2, 3. 4. 5. 7, 8. 9. 10 and 2:00 p.m. December 5 -

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST -

On the Mainstage

Anotne1 Classic Ct11ldren·s Tale

7:00 p.m. April 20. 21. 22. 23 and 2:00 p.m. April 24 -

On the Ma1nstage

OPTION II

BROADWAY BOUND ;., 111

1 ;:

111

Neil Simon Comedy

Sr·\.'l•'rnber 8. 9. 10. 11 nnd 2:00 p.m. September 12 -

RUMORS -- Ncli ~11;1u" ~

On the Mainstage

,!JCt'

8:00 p.m. September 15, 16. 17, 18, 22, 23. 24, 25 and 2:00 p.m. September 19, 26 -

LOVE LETTERS -

In the Studio

A Performance Piece by A.A. Gurney

8:00 p.m. February 2, 3, 4, 5 and 2:00 p.m. February 6 -

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST -

In the Studio

Another Classic Children's Tale

OPTION III
Get all six productions plus

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST when you select this option!

• EASY TO ORDER!

Single seat tickets may be purchased for each of our productioll.'i. Prices are S6 for adul
$5 for senior citizens and youth, and $3 for EIU student<;. Musicals prices arc $8, $6,
GIV~ A GIFf. SUBSCRIPTIO~
.
$4. The University Theatre Ticket Office is open 1-5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
t~ a fnend. fam~ly member or business ass~1ate.
one hour prior to each perfonnancc in the Doudna Fine A(Ls Center. Call 581-3110 fi
Fill out the .mad .order form and return wllh your payment to:
rcscrva1ions and ticket infonnation. We accept VISA/MC and DISCOVER cards. Grou
Theatre
600
Lmcoln
Avenue
Rates
arc available!
_ _ _ Umversaty
_____
_ _ _ •_
__
___
______________
_ .__.,._
...-.......,... liil" . . ~iiiiiil-utiiiilm9llii11llililli _ _ _ _ _ _
Charleston, Illinois• 61920-3099
"'or nhlftinnnl Fnn11.1: ' " intnrmntion nlDa...I! cnll us nt n 171 "81-3110.

UNIVERSITY THEATRE 1993 - 1994 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM
Select from these three options

Name

CIRCLE ONE DATE FOR EACH SHOW

Street

OPTION I - 3 Plays & Beast
EIU Student, $7

State_ Zip

City

OPTION Ill -ALL 7 shows for the low price of
EIU Student, $11

evenin :

..

Enclosed is my payment of $
Make checks payable to: Eastern llllnols University

OPTION II - 3 Plays & Beast
EIU Student, $6

Phone (_ _) day:

BROADWAY
RUMORS
HAVERS
CAROL
LETI'ERS

SEPT

MARAT

MAR

BEAUTY

APR

SEPT
OCT

WED

THU

8
15
20

9
16
21
2 3
3
21

DEC

FEB

2
2
20

FRI

--

.

10
17
22
3
4
4
22

SAT

SUN

11
18
23
4
5
5
23

12
19
24
5*
6
6
24

Please send me _ _ season ticket(s) at$
each
_ _ Option II _ _ Option Ill
for_
. _Option 1

Please charge to my:
Name on Card:
Card#
Si nature

VISA
Exp. Date

TUE

WED

THUR

FRI

SAT

SU

23
28
9

24
29
10

25

26
31

7

22
27
89

10

11

-

Sunday Matinees at 2 p.m .• CAROL and BEAUTY at 7:00 p.m. All Other Performances at B p.m.

• Cllrol matinee at 2:00 p.m. and evening at 7:00 p.m.

30

~--

12

13

Panthers look to get
o~r the

hump.
See pages 3-4.

Volleyball

Soccer

Lady Panthers try to

Panthers searching

keep on winning.
Seepage 7.

for victories.
Seepage9.

..... HFootball
-

Road games abound Oil Panther achedu1e

.... ir\Vomen's Basketball
•

Season of change for Lady Panthers

,..JI O'BdeJJ.'s angle

1be News' sports columnist tries to

Pale~ Volleyball

iw+ paqther fortunes

lady Panthers hope to move to the nenatep
. . . . . Softball
Group .C retummg players key for Pa.Dt6!rs
. . . . . SoCcer

J.txpedence, youth tiy to mix for PantheQS
Pale '11 Men's basketball
Top six players return for Panthers
.... 12 Cross country
Men's and w.xnen's teams look to ~ euccess
. . _ 13 Hall of Fame
·
Seven members to be added to Panther _ .e
. . . 14 Duckworth
.
Eastern's only NBA player changes ieas..
. . . . IS Rosters
· .i·~·'
A Whde who of Eastern's fall teams

FA

L SC ED

1-••ttmafaaa.D
mtr'+

Sept. Mat U. "flsa Dfee> Toum.

Sept. 6 at Caldiandil.-lrvlne 1 p.m.
Sept. 8 DePaul
7 p.m.
Sept. 10-11 Mls8ourt lnvtte
Sept. 16 Utah
7 p.m.
Sept. 23 at Wrtgbt State 7 p.m.
Sept. 24 at Cleveland State 7 p.m.
SepL 25 at Younptown State 2

p.m.
Oct. l Northern llUnols 7 p.m.
Oct. 2 Weetem 11Jfnola7 pm.
Oct. 8 at Dlfnols-Chlcago 7 p m.
Oct. 9 at Valparaiso 2 p.m.
Oct. 9 at Loyola
7:30 p.m.

....... * Sept. 18 at Mklwest

Cbamplonsldpa
10 a.m.
Sept. 25 EIU lnvtte
l 0:30 a.m.
Oct. 2 at Ozark Invtte 10 a.m.
Oct. 18 at Auat1n Pmy Invite 10:30

a.m.

Oct. 30 at Mld-COO lnvtte 1BA
New. 13 at NCAA Region IV 10:30

a.m.
New. 22 at NCAA Champlonsldpa
11 a.m

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

"Charleston's Bar Alte

LET US BE YOUR FULL· SERVICE PRINTER

• Cop/N

•FULL COLOR COPIER

•Resumes
• Typing

Nor everyone Ill EIU goes to the
bars. At least nae for lhe put 6 yem.

Carey, Hammer, and many odlen.
You will also bear some religious

II was lhen dial Tony Soper, Campn
Minister Ill the Wesley Foundation,
kept hearing from Sbldents that they
went to the bars in town because
there wasn't any place ebe to go. At
first he wondered. "What lbout the
bowling alley, movie theaters or
other places where people go for
eatenlinment?"
But then he realized what the
llUdenls me ICtUally saying is NOT
111111 then: is DO place other thlll the
. . . to go. bul lhat "if you don't go to
die bMs ia Owleston. lbeie'a DO

rock ll'tiSl5.
'"What we are trying to provide

pllce
go... in Omli-.. LSB

·-to

So was born the idea for the

•Seit...,,,. Copy Center

1 Jgb«bnuse, which is loc:ared in the

• lluch more I

across 4* Street from LawllOll Hall.

Wesley Foundation's basement

• Oft8et Printing

(ACROSS FROM CREDIT UNION 1)

The I Jgb«hnule is Easllem's only Bir
lblmllM: nigbtdub. ooniplde widl
bl8Ck Miis, special c8'ects ligbdng.
DJ. 'a, concession. ping pong. pool.
foosbell. llld the Capmin's Cabin (a
place just IO sit llld talk.)

few=-

Music played is generally by

popular domand, wida
dlm.-. plaJ just llJOlll
•g
the students wapt to hear," Soper
said. A student committee deter·
mines which music is suilablc. Some
of the music played al the nigbrdub
includes: Spin Doctor's, Arrested
Development, Boyz II Men, and
some of the old favorilles like Mariah

is a ._-type almOllphere. wbrn lbldents can relax widt their frieadl,
ila'le a terrific lime llld ~ ii
die next morning... The non-atcois nm by . . . . . . for
...._ IDd will be open the fiat
week of school August 22 from 7
p.m. to ? a.m., then every Friday
lbnJo&bOut Ille IChool year. "We are
llwaya ~ for volunteen to
bl:lprun
it's the only
way we can continue to offer it
me," Sciper said. ff 1QU're iamea:d

hatic........,

Ille,...,......,

Sunday $uppers evay
(mt fi1baamqunted).

•TIU'tHlg/I September, "For New
Studenls Onl1," (an open forum, IO
,..,, ,,.,,,.,. llltd
,,.,.,......,. &It.I wide roa:1: zi:i,
lu»rNsickne11, time or1allization,
stlldy habill and new sckool

""""*"

Sf'RESSJ.

liJ Blpiq •ntr a Soper et-41F ~~(i'Clli!Gl:llllM
Wesley Foundllion.
1'*Y lf/flid DUI tima & wlli!fctl.J
This yem- there will be someeSllldeat-led mid-week deYodDiii
tl*lg new -CAFE 10Nt.-A Coftiee . . 0•11•nion, fMI'/ Wrd1 ,,.,.
House when only c:ofree, 1ea, hot eYeDing. 9-.30 p,m.
cbocoll.te, bot ciclllr, fre4 bated
•PLUS swim .,..ties, hayrides.
ccdiel.
ORTS• dd.
ro&,-abling. shopping trips. misThere's an open mic., IOIDe special
sion trips, worship service telml IO
entenainrnent, and much more. ll's a
ID out loaa c:l!un:bel, ell:.
great place to meec friends, relax,
enjoy slimuledng COIMnalion. md
COme and join the fellowship
generally have a good time. The
and good times! There are pleoly of
~~will be open Mmday.
'W!lYI ~JllCI liwolved - «just come
August 23 from 7:00 till ?. n.
8lld adh.· whichever you like! If
every Friday from 7 :00 till about
you'd like to 8llmd any of lhe .._.,
9:00p.m.
student" activities or find out more
The Wesley Foundation also
abolit the Wesley Foundatioo Cll" the
offers many ocher student-run proLighthouse, give us a call at 348grams in addition lO lhe I .igbthnuae.
8J91 or 345-3455 (after hours). The

...._..a

Through the first weelt of school,
August 22-27, there will be various

Wesley Foundation is locaied across
4* StRel from Lawson Hall.

'

,

,

~~.......
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No summer
resting time
for players
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

tor quarterback Jelf Tiwme warms up during a practf.ce session last ear outside of O'B

, . ,._

hono;=~~~~~::eway Conference selection last season, ywill be starting h~fo~~~:,.~~

ootball Panthers search for success
DON O'BRIEN
edttor

Quarterback Jeff Thome says this
s Panther football team is differ"Previously we had a lot of guys
t were alike and that all got
." said Thome. who is entering
fourth year as the starting quarck. "It is not that the guys this
don't get along. but there are a
more free spirits on this year's
. We have a lot of guys that are
and fly off the handle. I think
It is good for us."
r.All the 1993 Panthers have to do
be different than the three previPanther teams is put together a
season. With a solid nucleus
14 returning starters, seven on
side of the ball, that Winning
n may be within reach.
'We can play with anybody in the
tiy." said Thorne. an honorable
lion All-Gateway selection last
. "We aren't goints tq:be intimidatby anything...
P.
One glance at the~ Panther schedand you could forgive Thome for
least being a bit apprehensive of
team's chances. Eastern plays
of its 11 games on the road,
ding trips to nationally-ranked
eese State in the second week of
season and to Division I Navy the
week.
th 35 returning lettermen in all,
ther head coach Bob Spoo said
team is a step ahead of where
were at this point last year.
•1t wm be a matter of honing
and making sure that we are
things correctly." said Spoo.
canies a 33-35 record into his
th year as the Panthers' coach.
poo said that the Panthers'
this year will depend on how
defense performs.
•After the first four games last year
were last in the conference in
defense," Spoo said. "They
things around and by the end
season we finished second in
conference in total defense. We
like to keep snowballing that

' '

We can play with anybody
in the country.
Jeff Thome

''

linebacker Shavez Hawkins. as well
as a first team All-Gateway pick.
junior comerback Ray McElroy.
Last year as a true freshman
Carver led the Panthers in tackle~
(110) and solo tackles (76). Hawkins,
a junior college transfer. switched
from defensive back to a linebacker
slot midway through the s eason and
finished with 102 tackles. five quarterback sacks and a pair of interceptions. McElroy collected 58 tackles
and blocked three kicks.
Other returning starters on
defense are defensive backs Mike
Martinez and James Dorsey.
linebacker Matt Sweeney and defensive tackle Chris Wilkerson.
Offensively. the Panthers seem to
be stacked with talent in the backfield. Spoo said that three different
players will 'be sharing the majority of
time in the running back spots.
Sophomore Chris Hicks, who is listed
as a returning starter, along With
junior Bill Korosec and sophomore
Willie High will all be a part of the
Panthers' ground attack.
Hicks started six games and was
third on the team in rushing with
410 yards. Korosec started eight
games and led the team in rushing
with 51 7 yards. High, a native of
Mattoon. saw spot action in five
games and picked up 132 yards on
29 can1es.
'We are in pretty good shape in the
backfield," Spoo said. 'We have Chris
Hicks and Bill Korosec back. both of
whom started some last year. Wlllie
High is coming off an extraordiruuy
spring for us. Those three will see a
lot of action."
With the backfield stable, Thorne.
who has been tabbed as the pre-season Gateway offensive player of the
we are successful on defense. year in one football magazine, doesn't
will be a successful football feel that the pressure is on him this
"
year.
Panther defense .returns two
"Last year I put a little pressure on
top three tacklers. sophomore myself because we lost Jamie Jones
cker Tim Carver and senior to graduation." said Thorne, who

completed 56 percent of his passes
last season for 1.944 yards and 10
touchdowns. "We have a great backfield coming back this year. I am a
senior. four-year starter, but I won't
be the guy that has to carry the
load."
So will the Panthers utilize a running attack or will they go to the air
this yeafl
"We will do whatever each game
dictates," Spoo said. MWe will have
confidence in both our running and
passing games."
Should Thorne have to put the
ball in the air. he will have some
experienced receivers to throw at.
Junior Melvin Jackson and senior
Jason Calabrese both started at
times last year. Jackson started eight
games and caught 23 passes. two of
which were touchdowns. Calabrese
started three games and caught six
passes. Add In senior Obadiah
Cooper, who averaged 31.2 yards per
catch. and the Panthers seem stable
at the receiving spots.
MWe will have five very competent
receivers." said Spoo. adding Pete
Mauch and Greg Jensiek. "We have a
good combination of speed and
catching ability in that group."
, Mauch. who started one game at
quarterback last year. has shifted to
a receiver slot. Spoo said that he is
the Panthers No. 2 quarterback.
With the graduation of center Brad
Fitchel. who was drafted by the Los
Angeles Rams in the spring, the
Panthers have a huge hole to fill in
the offensive line.
Spoo said junior Duane Conway, a
6-foot-2, 260-pounder, will make the
move from guard to center.
"He is going to be another Brad
Fitchel as far as his strength," Spoo
said of Conway. "He was a center in
high school, so the move from guard
will be a smooth transition for him."
Joining Conway on the offensive
line will be tackle Aaron Hill and
guards Corey Micelli and Clint Hyde
- all of whom started last season.
Spoo said junior Steve Roehrig. a 6foot-5. 300-pound junior college
transfer from Harper Community
College, should step into the other
tackle slot.
"We hope Roehrig will be able to
come in and help right away," Spoo
said. "We think we have some fine
players on the line with good size
that have good athletic skills."

Every swnmer head football coach
Bob Spoo and his staff give their
players a workout plan to follow in
preparation for the season.
Many times It is up to the player
to follow that program while at home
waiting for the fall semester to roll
around. The dedicated players do
their work to help the team. others
may do it half-heartedly and others
may just put it off entirely.
This summer a group of 24
Eastern players have stayed in
Charleston this summer to work out
and prepare for the 1993 season.
"The off-season program is perhaps the best one we have ever had."
said Spoo. "The players are more
committed and dedicated this year.
They are resolved not to allow those
close games we lost over the past
couple of years to get away from us
this year...
Spoo said that the program, which
has been set up by offensive line
coach Bill Legg and defensive line
coach Randy Melvin, is a rigorous
one that keeps the players in shape.
..Any player that has stayed in
town this summer has made dramatic improvement in both strength and
conditioning," Spoo said.
According to Legg, who is entering
his fifth year as the Panthers' offensive line coach, the program is tailored to each players strength, speed
and quickness levels.
"The program is pretty much sport
specific and not position specific."
said Legg. "Right now we are lifting
three days a week. On Tuesdays and
Thursdays, the players are doing
some agility and plyomet:rics work."
Legg said plyomet:rics is for working on explosions and the improvement of those explosions. The players alsorun four days a week.
"Most of the kids have done a real
good job." Legg said. "Some have to
go on their own because they have
classes at odd hours or have to work
evening shifts on their summer jobs."
The players say that staying in
Charleston and working out in a
group has helped them .
"]L's a real hard workout." senior
quarterback Jeff Thorne said. "This
is the first summer that I have
stayed. Back at home, I would come
back from work and have to motivate
myself to get it all done."
Thorne said that working in a
group each player feeds off one
another and it helps get the fob done.
"I think that the program is going
to help a lot," Thome said. "We hope
that it pays off because it is what we
are here for."
Defensive lineman Chris Wilkerson said, "(Ibe workouts) have been
good for us. We have been doing a lot
of stuff to get better this summer."
Thorne and Wilkerson, both of
whom are returning starters. are two
of many key players in town for the
summer.
First-team All-Gateway cornerback Ray McElroy, along with wide
receiver Melvin Jackson and offensive tackle Aaron Hill are returning
starters in town this summer going
through the Panthers' program.
Duane Conway. who is expected
to start at center. and Steve Roehrig.
a junior college transfer who is
expected to help the offensive line.
are also working out in Charleston
this summer.
"There are also some young guys
who hope to figure In somewhere
that stayed in town this summer to
work out." Legg said.

Tough
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The Best Flowers 1n Town
are at

r---------------,
$2
4111 ~

I
II
I

NOBD

345-4289

I
II
I

off Haircuts

$5 off Perms & Hi -· lights
offer good wllh coupon only
Exp913CW3

FLOWERSDOP
• Roaaa
• Balloons
• Bouqueta • Plants

• B•keta

L---------------~

•Much Morel

We Wire Flowers!

5Q3 Jefferson -

345-7007

BOOSI In this ad and receive

1OOk OFF <C8sh-n-canY only)

RENT
-AN~

SAV
El.U DELIVERY·SCHEDULE
AUGUST 23, 24, & 28
.

.

f>Et111l:>Etrt<>11 ················································~······················~ - 1() a.fTl.
Uncol11, Douglas ·····················11\· . ···~·-····~························· 1O - 11 a.111.
• ~······················............................................. 1O - 11 a.111.
• w;...................n., ................................... 11 a.m. - 12 p.111.
teated Eaetetn the wt
time the schools met tn
1990, ranked as one of the
top flve teams In DlvlsJon 1AA. Navy ts a Division I-A
school and wl1l be a step up
tn rompt:Utlon fOr Eastern.
-niere are two waya you
can look at a sttuatton like
thts,· Spoo said. ·vou can
look at it as an Insolvable
problem of going on the road
and trying to win er you can
look at It as an opportunity
to do something suocessful.
which Is the approach we are
trying to take..
Moat players aren't wor-

ried about playing on the
road.

Junior defensive tackle
Cbrts Wilkerson said, -We
have to not let tt affect us. We
wm have to play the same ml
the road as we do when we
are at home.•
1he Panthers open Gate_ , Confermce p1aw at home
agatnst Western dDno1$ on
sept. 25 and then bit the
road for two more games,
both~ match ups.

On Oct, 2 E8atem plap at

Tayl<>r, Laws<>11 ......................................................... 12 p.111. - 1 p.111.
'l""l1<>111as, ~11clrEtws .............................................................. 1 - 2 p.111.
~ar111a11 .............................................................................. 2 - :3 p.111.
E:ast l-lall ............................................................................ :3 - ~ IJ.111.
Keep this schedule and meet our trucks on August 23, 24, & 28
Call for Later Deliveries: 217-348-7746

-Reservation Coupon$59 - 9 months
lllCAOWAVE

I

I

$49 - 9 months
lllNl-REFRIGERATOR

I

I

game against Southwest
Mlaaourl and a non-conterei.ce game Nov. 8 with
!btbwc:stean lo11stMVL 1be
Panthers ftnlsh the eeaaon
with two road tame&· ~
1JW at Wamu Kentucky ml
NIW. 13 and at So\ithern
1lllncM ml Nov. 20.

llAXl-FRIDGE

I

I

Just send a $10.00 deposit In check or rnoMY order for each appllance.
NAllE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~

HOME ADDRESS~~~~~~~;..,._~~~~~~~~~~

Jnillana State and, after an
open week. at Northern Iowa.

Both places have been tough
places to win ID. Eaatem
baan"t won at Indiana State
since 1986 and baa never
won at Northern Iowa.
Eastern returns heme fOr
an Oct. 23 Homecoming

$59 - 9 months

llAILTO: ~";':'

ClmleelDn, L 11•

Sdlrdi,I.

¥«: ..1:"::_~~-:.~-

_;.__.~...L:ac...
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Field to replace Hilke narrowed -t o three
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

And then there were three.
Three fmalists for the women's
head basketball coach, two assistants at NCAA Division I programs
and a Division II head coach,
remained after a five-week search to
replace former coach Barbara Hilke.
Jeny McLaughlin, an assistant at

the University of Kentucky, Lisa
lb.e search committee is certain- rung of August.
Robinson, an assistant at Illinois ly to be commended for its efforts in
All three fina.Usts come from sucState, and John Klein, head coach narrowing down a fine field of candi- cessful programs.
at Fort Hays St. (Kan.) University, dates to the individuals who have
Klein guided Fort Hays to a 34-2
were named as fina.Usts by Eastern been invited to campus,~ Ryan $lid. record and a NAIA National
Athletic Director Mike Ryan.
"The process ~s not an easy one Championship in 1991.While
All three candidates were on cam- with an exceptional pool of semi- Robinson and McLaughlin both
pus for interviews within the week finalists from which to select."
helped coach their schools to
following the announcement of the
Ryan expected to name the new numerous post-season tournament
fina.Usts.
women's head .coach by the begin- bids.

Changes
Polka heads list
of returning Lady

Panther starters
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

The Eastern Illinois
women's basketball prospectus says that ~A season of
change," will be the theme
fur the 1993-94 Lady
Panthers.
The most noticeable of the
changes with Eastern's
women's basketball team will
be the person sitting in the
first chair on the bench.
After 14 successful seasons Barbara Hilke stepped
down as head coach of the
Lady Panthers. Hilk.e's resignation came on the heels of a
3-24 season. which was the
worst record in her career.
Eastern Athletic Director
Mike Ryan and a 10-person
search committee have spent
the better part of the summer looking for Hilke's
replacement. A 35-person
field was trimmed to eight
midway through July.
Ryan said that the search
committee's goal is to have
someone put in place by the
end of July or early August.
After the new coach is put
In place a new assistant will
need to be found. Hilke's
assiStant, Lori Opp; was let
go after last season.
On the court, the Lady
Panthers will have plenty of
new faces to co.QJ.plement
those that have stayed with
the team through last year's
tough season.
Eastem's top returnee is

junior point guard Nicky
Polka. Last year was her second as a starter and Polka,
one of two returning starters.
was second on the team in
scoring with 9.4 points per
game and she led the team
in assists with 5.6 per game.
She was also the only Lady
Panther to start all of the
teams 27 games.
Kenya Green joins Polka
as the only other starter
returning to the team. Last
year, Green averaged 4. 7
points and 3.7 rebounds a
game in 22 starts. '
Other returnees in the
backcourt include sophomore Tourrie Frazier. who
averaged 4.6 points per
game. and senior Tammy
Wilkinson, who averaged 3.0
points. A senior transfer.
Beth Salvaggio. is expected
to add some scoring punch
to the Panther back.court.
Up front. the Lady
Panthers are loaded with
youth. Sophomore Missy
Beck, who averaged 3.9
points and 4.2 rebounds, is
the favorite to start at center.
Returnees Violet Waldner
and Kelly Stancil should see
some playing time at forward.

New additions to the team
that could contribute right
away include junior transfer
LaShema Marble, freshman
forward Julia Allen. freshman center Sarah Probst
and
freshman
guard
Christine Bochnak.

aE•,.AL VAlllETY
CAU FOR FALL 93-94

UMlTED NUMBERS AVAllABLE
SCHOOL YFAR 94-95 LISTS AFrER 1/1/94

HOUSES, APARTMENTS,
TOWNHOUSES
HOUSING FOR 1-8 RESIDENTS
SHOWING BY
APPOINTMENT

_......_
ONLY

Jim Wood
345-4489

~\E'S
REsTAob
.
~O·~
- rf'41\1
Welcotnes

WOOD REAL ESTATE

~!JU

Students

~

112 lb. Burgers
Homemade Soups
Spicy Chicken Wings
Fresh Salads
Huge Maine Lobsters
Steaks, Ch•ps, and Seafood

"Cjood ~ood & Cjood \f;lmes''
Banquet Room

tMIN.._...d

~=

Fiie ,11010
Eastern point guard Nicky Polka pushes the ball up the court in a game against Northern
Illinois last season. Polka is one of two returning starters for the Lady Panthers.

611 Monroe

Carry- Out Available

348-8055

Panther teams should sh
'Ibere are a lot of things that are
easy to predict in the sports world.
It's pretty good money to bet
against the Chicago Cubs making
the World Series every year. The
Chicago Bulls will always make the
playoffs as long as Michael Jordan Is
on the team. And Notre Dame Is
always going to be one of the best
college football teams In the country.
Some things around Eastem·s
campus aren't all that easy to predtct. Right nOW", I have no clue as to
who will be named as the new
women's head basketball coach.
I can't tell you that the football
Panthers are going to qualify for the
DMston I-AA playOffs. I won't say
that the soccer Panthers will win
more than 10 games or that the wlleyball team will win the conference
Tournament and earn a berth Into
the NCAA Tournament.
What I do know ls that some
events are likely to happen with various Panther sports teams this year.
• 1. Eastem's football team will
ftntsh with a .500 or better record
this season.
It has seemed like anything that
could go wrong for the Panther over
the last two years has happened.
From one-point losses to repeated
losses on the road. the Panthers

haven't been vay
lucky.
After examJnlnj

the roaterana
talking to head
coach Bob Spoo
and starting quarterback
Jell
Thome, I feel that
things are going
to tmn around for
this team.
Don
There may be a O'lden
lot of road games, - - - - - •
seven, on the Panthers schedule, but
the one thing that sucks out Is the
players dedication to the team aver
the summer. Nearly two dal.en players stayed In town over the S'l•mmer
to prepare themselves for the coming
season. For that reason alone. I
think the Panthers fortunes will be
different this season.
• 2. Whoever takes over as the
women's head basketball coach will
help the team win more than three
games this year. All three flnalJ.sts
are proven winners and the Lady
Panther program needs another
coach that lmows how to win.
The team members that stuck

24 record me cme tblq&-dedlcated .
With a fresh coach leading the
team and a gtolJp ~ dedtcated players. the Lady Pantbrn will be a bit
better this year. 'QJey pd>ably won't
be cloee to .500, but that wm come in
ttme as the new coach's system Is
adapted and slow\y put tnto p)ace.
• 3. A pleasant surprise last year,

tourney beithpay be in the cards.
• 4. Whlle1'_1s atlll a year a
Eastem's men'sQpsketball team
also Improve Its nbmbers from
year. Rick Samuels has his top
players. fOlll" of which are junk>rS
sophomores, retum1ng this year.
The Panthers should ftnlsh
.500 and have a respectable sh
In the Mid-Con. The tlme Pan
fans should be looking forward to
when starting forwards An
Rodriguez and Louis Jordan
guards Den1ck Landrus and Jo
Hernandez are all upperclassmen
the 1994-95 season.
• 5. There will be more to focus
than just what ls happening on
field. In this ercl of gender equl
Eastern has been randomly ch
to be studted J:.o see how the Ulll1reI'l!I
ty complies with gender equity la
The Illinois Higher Board
Education has recommended
the state not spend any money
Intercollegiate athletics. A ruling
that may come In the fall. So even
Eastern there ls more to sports
just the box score.'-

Eastem's volleyball team won't be
able to sneak up on anyone tbts season. After being selected to ftnlah
sixth in a preseason poll. head coach
Betty Ralston's team ftnlshed with a
14-2 conference record, good for second In the Mid-COO.
The Lady Panthers have a solid
nucleus back this season including
middle hitter Kim Traub. After being
named Mid-Con athlete of the week
numerous times last fall, Traub Is In
Jtne to take home athlete of the year
honors with a repeat of last year's
performance. Both of her setters,
seniors Amy VanEekeren and
Shannon Casey are also back.
If the younger players on the team
come around there Is no t:ell1ng what
the Lady Panthers will be able to do.
A hip to the Mid-COO tourney, which
includes the top four teams, ts
- Don O'Brien is a sports
around through the controverstal ftr- almost certain for the Lady Panthers. for The Dally ~tern News and
lng of assistant coach Lori Opp, the If they can get by Northern lll1nols, the edltDr of th#~ Student/Back
defection of three players and the 3- the top team in the Mtd-con, a NCAA School~ftheNews.

SIMPLY BLIMPIE FO
FRESH SLICED SUBS

AUDITIONS
41.ff RICA~ BES r DRf$SflJ SANDWICH

430 W. Lincoln, Charleston, IL

NOW WE
DELIVER!

HAVERS
HOLLER, WV
(An Orignial Musical)
And

Delivery Available: open - Close
Call 345-7827
or Fax 348-7858

A CHRISTMAS
CAROL

FREE DELIVERY

Will Be Held

MONDAY, AUGUST 30
AND

TUESDAY, AUGUST 31
AT 7:00 P.M.
ON THE MAINSTAGE
DOUDNA FINE ARTS CENTER

CALL 581-3110 FOR
INFORMATION
AUDITIONS ARE
OPEN TO ALL
REGISTERED
STUDENTS!

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
No Coupons Or Preferred Customer Cards Valid On Delivery Orde
SUBS

-----------COLDS
_ _ _ _ _ _6"
Ft.Long

Blimpie Best ....................................2.89
Roast Beef........................................2.89
Tuna (Dolphin Safe) ........................2.69
Cub (Ham. Turkey, & SwiS9)..........2.69
1\utey ....- ••- ..................................2.69
Ham & Swisa ...........-......................2.39
Ham. Salami & Provoloae...............2.39
Cheese Trios ....................................2.39

HOTS _ _ _ _ _ _ _6."
Roast Beef Anlerican .......................3.19
llalilD Style Meatball.......................2.59
Tana Melt.........................................2.99
Paslraoli ...........................................2.89
Slielk & Cheeso................................3.19
Corned Beef.....................................2.89
Mesquite Grilled Chicken ................2.49

4.99
4.99

4.79
4.79
4.79
4.49

4.49
4.49

Ft. Long
5.29
4.59
4.99
4.99

5.29
4.99
4.59

---------

VALUE MENU

6" BLT ............................................. 1.59
3"Tuna .............................................99
3"Hant..............................................99
Veggie Pocket .................................. .99

3.18

SPECIALS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mini-meal (3", Soda, Chips & Cootie) .................... 2.49

Combo (6" Bigger Bite, Soda & Clips) ..................A.99

SALADS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Seafood Salad ............................................3.49
Chef or Tuna Salad ....................................2.99
Tossed Green ............................................. 1.99
Turkey........................................................2.99
Antipllto....................................................3.19
Mesquite Grilled Chiclten..........................2.89

LITES<_. :malocleal

Pita

Seafood & Crab ..........•..................•.3.19
Roast Beef........................................2.89
Turltey ......................................•..•....2.69
Ham & Swiss ...................................2.39
Club .................................................2.69

=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
EXTRAS

---------~
SoupJCbili..............................................
.99 1.69

.55
................................................ .79 .89 .99
Pickles ....................................slice .25 whole .79
Cookie or Brownie ......................................... .49
Cinnamon Roll ................................................79

CATERING

-----------

3 A. Sabs ................................................................39.
6 A. Subs ...........................- .................................69.
Party Trays.................................................Call For

AllJllil'!l'ies are Dressed With Tomatoes, Lettuce,
Olliolu, urqano, OU and ViMfar at No Exira C

; *''~ ..
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~arty's
Make Marty's your place for

Food, Fun, & Spirits
Lunch Specials Daily
Open llAM - lAM
Every Day!
.

An Eastern tradition
for 20 years/

BEII}S FIOWER
CORNER
DOZEN RED ROSES

........

$14.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

Senior hitter Ktm Traub bumps a ball during a practice last year at McAfee Gym. Traub ts
the Lady Panthers top returning player.

Traub tops volleyball returnees
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

The numbers for last
year's Eastern volleyball
team were impressive.
The Lady Panthers finished second in the MidContlnent Conference tournament with a 14-2 record:
put together a school-record
13-match win streak; posted
a 24-11 overall mark: and
made their first postseason
appearance 1in more than 10
years.
So what can head coach
Betty Ralston's team do for
an encore?
"Get lucky," Ralston said.
Graduation hit the Lady
Panthers hard last season
with the loss of four seniors
that played key roles in
Eastem's success.
"Our success this year will
depend on how quickly our
new kids get going," said
Ralston. who ts eiitenng her
11th year as the Lady
Panthers head coach.
Ralston does have the luxury of returning her top
player, middle hitter Kim
Traub.
Traub , a senior from

Effingham. led the Lady
Panthers in kills (399). hitting percentage (.309) and
solo blocks (60).
"Teams began to key on
Kim late in the season."
Ralston said. wwe are going
to have to work in a few new
wrinkles to her game and by
to find someone to help take
the load off of her."
Eastern returns five players with considerable playing
experience that could step
up into a starring role.
Seniors Amy VanEekeren
and Shannon Casey split
time as setters last year.
Ralston said both players'
roles will expand this year.
"I may have one set and
use the other on the right
side," Ralston said. "They
won't be outstanding hitters
and blockers, but they will
gtve us some experience and
won't do anything stupid.
Both will gtve us solid play.
We are going to need them
early (in the season)."
Other Lady Panther
returnees include junior outside hitter Kaaryn Sadler,
junior middle hitter Sherri
Piwowarczyk, junior outside
hitter Brigid Brennan and

sophomore outside hitter
Heather Brewster.
Of the four Panther freshmen. Ralston said that
Monica Brown, who at 6foot- l is the tallest player
Ralston has ever had. could
step in and give the Lady
Panthers help up front.
"(Brown) doesn't have the
physical strength that Kim
does.M Ralston said. "She is
more of a finesse player. But
we think that we can develop
her to be the same type of
player."
Should everything come
together for the Lady
Panthers a trip to the NCAA
Tournament could be a possibility. After increasing the
number of teams in the tournament from 32 to 48, the
NCAA granted the Mid-Con
an automatic bid to the winner of the Mid-Continent
Conference post-season
Tournament.
"Unfortunately Northern
(Illinois, last year's conference champion) lost only one
player," Ralston said. "1hey
are definitely the preseason
number one. Everybody else
will be fighting for second
place."

1335 MONROE

345-3919

Welcome Back EIU Students
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

's
DOUBLE-DRIVE THRU
BBQ Pork Sandwich ................. 1.99
Big 0 .........................................1.49
1/4 Hamburger ..........................1.15
1/4 Cheeseburger .....................1.35
Double Cheeseburger...............2.09
Bacon Cheeseburger ................1.69
Bacon Double Cheeseburger....2.39
Fish Sandwich ..........................1.39
Chicken Sandwich ....................1.69
Turkey & Swiss .........................1.69
Chili Cheeseburger ...................1.49

Hot Dog (100% pure bee~ ..........99
Chili Dog ...................................1.29
Chili. ............................................99
Kid's Meal .................................1.99
French Fries........................59 - .85
Soft Drinks ..................63- .79- .89
Iced Tea ......................63 - .79- .89
Coffee ....... ..... .. .. ....... ................ .25
Shakes ..............................89 - 1.09
Cookies .......................................49

GREAT FOOD!
FAST SERVICE!
LOW PRICES!
801 Charleston Ave
Mattoon. IL

Lincoln & Division
Charleston. IL

1207 Keller Dr
Effingham, IL

University Board Subway presents...

Jaz Kaner

one free topping

9
348-5454 3 •99

SMALL
+TAX

99
•

MEDIUM

4.99

Saturday, August 28
11 pm - Rathskeller
During Quakin' the Quad
Admission $ .50

+tax

+TAX

LARGE

5 •99

+TAX

ONE FREE TOPPING

As seen on MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour,
Comedy on the Road, Comic Strip Live,
Comedy Club Network and the movie
1111~~"'"
"The Adventures of Ford Fairlane"

PARTY

YOU PLAN IT
YOU LOVE IT
YOU CAN'T WAIT 'TIL IT STARTS.

IT'S DANCIN'
ROMANCIN'
THEN TIME TO DEPART.
BUT ALAS!
YOU JUST MET A CUTIE

WHO SAYS YOU'RE 'A BEAUTY!
Fiie photo
Coli Turley fires a pitch during a game last season at Lantz Field. Turley. who Led the
Panthers with a 1.86 ERA, is one of 12 players returning this year.

IF THAT IS YOUR FATE
IT'S NEVER TOO LATE

Dozen return for softball Panthers TO
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

Third-year head softball
coach Beth Peline will have a
lot of familiar faces to look at
this year.
Perine. whose Panthers
finished with a 21-26 record
this spring, has all but one
player. Brandi Brewer the
team's second leading hitter.
returning to the team this
year.
Topping the list of returnees are catcher Sharna
McEwan and pitchers Coll

Turley and Melissa Porzel. As
a freshman, McEwan led the
Panthers In hitting (.389} and
doubles (12}.
Turley, who will be one of
four seniors this season, was
the Panthers top hurler last
season. She was 9-13 with a
1.85 ERA. The Peoria native
tossed 17 complete games.
five shutouts and led the
team in strtkeouts with 49.
Porzel. as a freshman, was 88 with a 2.69 ERA. She completed 11 games, threw a
pair of shutouts and recorded 30 strikeouts.

With 12 players returning.
the PanU1ers, who finished
with a 7-10 Mid-Continent
Conference record. could be
able lo give Perine her first
winning season. In the previous two years, Perine has a
41-50 record.
OU1er key returnees for
the Panthers include third
baseman Luann Schleeter
and first baseman Nicole
Chapman. Schleeter was
fourth on the team in hitting
(.277). and Chapman, as a
freshman, started in all 4 7
games.

~IMPRESS

THAT
NEW LOVE WITH A

JIMMY JOHN. SUB!
THE PARTY · GOER'S BUDDIE.

JININI~

J<>HN'S

"WE'LL BRING 'EM TO. YA"

345-1075

Mooney Motors

_ _ _ _ 01 Charteston _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

18th & Lincoln

WELCOMES EIU FACULTY AND STUDENTS
Rent A Ford By The Day,
Week Or Month
P!!llRENT-A-CAR
LEASING

liil

•Low daily rental rates
• Our rates qualify for insurance
replacement car allowances
• Most major credit cards accepted
• Hours: M-F 8-5
Sat. 8-5

-

l

VISA

I

Turnaround
Soccer Panthers
hope for reversal
ly DON O'BRIEN
Guideedrtor

Fiie •••to
;forward Paul Agyeman moues the ball upfield last year in a game al Lakeside

--------------,
Z's Hair Design
20o/o off haircare products
Paul Mitchell - Brocato

goal and two assists last
year. was a second team AllMid-Con pick last year. Cook
After finishing with a 3- and Kucinic started all l 7 of
13-1 record last season the Panthers games last seathere is no where to go but son.
up for Eastern's soccer
Mosnia, who enters his
team.
10th season as Eastern's
In order to do improve, head coach with a 76-63-18
Panther head coach Cizo record. has to find out will
Mosnia will have to hope a start in goal between junior
blend of experienced players Jacob Gress and freshman
and rookies comes together Brian Ritschel. The only
quickly in lhe season.
action Gress. an O'Fallon
The Panthers only have native, saw last year was in
five starters returning and the Panthers last game of
have to find a starting goal- the season. He played 20
keeper and another scorer to minutes and had one save in
complement junior forward a 3-0 loss to Southern
Paul Agyeman.
Indiana. Ritschel comes to
Agyeman. a native of Eastern via Edison High
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada School In Huntington Beach.
and one of three foreign Cal.
players on the Panther rosOther returning letterwinter this season. led lhe team ners for lhe Panthers
in scoring last year. He include fullback Robert
scored seven goals and Tomic. a starter last year.
added eighl assists for a midfielder Steve Van Dyke
total of 22 points. Agyeman and fullback Phil Obiala.
was an All -Mid-Continent
Mosnia has brought in a
Conference and All-Mid-west group of 12 freshman. which
Region pick last season.
is led by fullback Brad
Leadership will be provid- McTighe, a native of Lenexa.
ed by midfielder Jim Kan.
Harkness and fullbacks
The Panthers open their
Vinko Kucinic and Matt season Sept. 4 at Western
Cook. Harkness. who had a Kentucky.

1
I
I

.00 off haircut W/ Carrie or Pandora I
First time visits only
Present coupon at time of service
Expires 9/21 /93

6th St.

345-5451

I
I
I

--------------:.1
7th & Monroe
On the Square
Charleston, IL

Welcome
Students!

AON & SUE LEATHERS
OWNERS

SPECIALIZING IN:
PRINTING
SILKSCREENING
&TRANSFERS
T-shirts •
Jerseys
Sweatshirts •
Sweatpants
Jackets •
Hats
Dress Shirts & Pants
"OUR STAFF"

The finest in jazz &.. rock
The finest In atmosphere &.. entertainment
Choice of over 60 imported bottled beers
Guinness Stout, Harp, Double Diamond
and Watney's Red Barrel on tap
An incomparable selection of fine liqueurs
and spirits
Over 30 different scotches
Kitchen open daily: t l a.m. - 9:00 p .m.

Yourself ~To The Quality
You Deserve
Entrance Age -21
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
Join Us For
"THE ULTIMATE COLLEGE SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
GREEK MERCHANDISE
r---------------------•
1 CHECK CASHING SERVIC

l

Featuring····
T -Shi rtS
& Basebal I
Jerseys

I
I
I
I
I
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3°0 Registration Special
with coupon

• Out of Town Banks
•Payroll
•Liberal Limits

• Money Orders
•Parent's checks
•Open Weekends & Evenin

L.:i:i~_:n~1~:!!t____________ ~x~ :f!

1

EIU
Clothing & Souvenir
Department
•Glassware
•Hats
• Sweatshirts
•Gifts

• T-Shirts
•Shorts
• Greeting Cards
•EIU Basketball
Shirts
•Miller Lite & Bud Novelty T-Shirts
All New Styles and Selections

Posters
• IOO's to
Choose From

Phone:
345-4600
Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 9-8
Fri. 9-6
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1-5

Backpacks
•Featuring Eastpak
& Trager

Film & Film Processing
•Overnight Service
•Always Double Prints

r----------------------------Mom & Dad
Save This
The Balloon & Gift Delivery Student's Name: _ _ ___
Department
~
is equipped & Address: _ _ _ _ _ _.....
/~
.

"-~1
:

ready to show you
c3!e for.any
Occa~ion:
occasion; brrthday,
------graduation,
congratulations ...

$10.95 _ Balloon Bouquet,
Candy, Card & Delivery

Mail to: 407 Lincoln Ave
,
Charleston, IL 61920

L-----------------------------

..........
.
op 6 back
·~
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r Panthers
last time Eastem's men's bast team returned as many as

starters the Panthers qualified
the NCAA Tournament.
Ile making the tournament
ls surely a goal, the Panthers
other matters to attend to first.
would like to improve on a 10overall mark that they posted last
n and move up from a sixth
e Mid -Continent Conference
of a year ago.
th their top six players retumreaching these goals should be a
er to attain.
ding the Ust of returnees are
or forward Louis Jordan and
or shooting guard Derrick

s.
an led the Panthers in scoring
year averaging 14.7 points per
e In 22 starts. He posted a
-high 28 points last year in a
against Youngstown State and
In 26 against Mid-Con chamWrlght State. which helped him
15.7 per conference game.
""1'
s. who was forced to sit out
games early in the season after
a concussion in the opene, averaged 12.9 points per
and started 24 games. He led
thers in three-point accuracy ~
) and free throw accuracy
. He was second on the team in
(79) and fourth in steals (20).
g Jordan and Landrus in
tarting lineup will be junior
Rodriguez at forward, senior
Young at center and sophoFile pltoto
Johnny Hernandez at point Louts Jordan drives past a Maine defender in the Panthers opening game LJictory at Lantz Gym last year. Jordan,
who led the Panthers in scortng last season, ts one offioo starters returning this season.

Coles County's
rgest Supermarket
Walker's Lowest Prices
very Day of The Week-

GUARANTEED !
(

SUPER FOODS )

0

0

0

• Open 24 Hours
• Food Stamps
Accepted
• Money Orders

- 39¢

•Stamps
• Coupons Accepte
• Xerox Service
0
•Lotto

We MATCH
or BEAT
Competitor's
Advertised Prices
AD

'''

Check
Our

MATCH

RED TAG+
GREEN TAG
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Health is key to men's cross country succes
By BRIAN HARR.IS
Staff writer

If everyone stays healthy. and
motivated, the men's cross country
team will be one to be reckoned
with in the Mid-Continent Conference this year.
Coach John Mcinerney will leading his largest squad since starting
as an assistant to Neil Moore in
1990. Mcinerney. now in his second
season as head coach, has a roster
of more than 40 athletes this year.
Of those, five of his top seven from
last year's squad are expected to
return, as the team only graduated
three seniors.
Leading the returnees is senior
Jeff Trask. who earned AllConference honors in 1992 by placing seventh at the Mid-Con champlonshl ps. Along with Trask,
Eastern·s front group will be further

strengthened by the presence of
junior Nate Shaffer. sophomore
Steve Cunningham, and hopefully.
sophomore Jason Frey.
Shaffer started the season last
year as Eastem's top runner, establishing the team's fastest time of
25:00 for 8,000 meters (4.97 miles)
in the first race. But illness killed
Shaffer's season soon after, at
which time Trask, who started the
season lrijured, took over leadership
duties.
Cunningham was consistent
throughout the season as the
team's fourth man, and had the second fastest time (25:59) at season·s
end. That alone would be reason
enpugh for Mcinerney to be confide'n t, but in track Cunningham
proved even better.
After setting a new freshman
school record for 5000 meters
indoors (15:27.5). Cunningham

went on to lower his best to 15:09.5
in winning the Indiana State
Invitational outdoors.
The big question. though, is
Jason Frey.
Frey. who was first across the
line for Eastern at the district meet,
may not be coming out this year.
He quit track at the beginning of
the indoor season. telling Mcinerney
he needed some time off. Mcinerney
let him go. but with hopes that he
would soon be back.
.. Initially. it looked like he was
interested in coming back out when
he and John Eggenberger showed
up at our cross country meeting
before school let ouL But I haven't
heard from him or Eggenberger
since. I'd like to have them back,
though. we could sure use them."
Eggenberger's story is much like
Frey's.
After being a top member of the

team for two seasons. he up
in the spring of 1992. But d
last school year expressed In
in coming out again.
Eggenberger, who cam
Eastern as a high school
champion in cross country.
Frey was Eastem's top ftnts
the district meet his freshman
in 1990.
Although the district meet
most competitive meet of the
for Mcinerney the Mid-Con
championships is the most
tant. With all personnel on
he hopes to break the stre
third place finishes Eastern
kept up the past three years.
..We're cilways looking fo
conference, the early meets are
ly just in preparation fo
Although I'd also. like for us to
the top 15 at the district
Mcinerney said.

Solid returnees fuel women's cross country tea
By BRIAN HARRIS

on the team at conference. EIU Invitational in 1991. Her
Staff wnter
most of Craft's team Is time. was then a Lantz
expected to return this year. course record.
The women's cross coun- as well as a st rang group
Roberts is the most recent
try team l:s coming off its recruits.
recipient of the Charles P.
most successful season in
Leading the returnees Is Lantz athletic scholarship.
vears. and head coach John senior Brooke Roberts.
Three other top returnees
Craft wants his team to be
Roberts was Eastern's include senior Aisllnn Wiley.
even better this year.
number one runner her firsl junior Amy Bersig and junior
In the 1naugural Mid- two years, and her eighth Irma Perez.
Continent Conference cham- place finish at the Mid-Con
·rm really excited about
pionships. the Lady Panthers meet earned her all-confer- this season. we got a real
placed second with their top ence honors. The women good group coming back,~
runner. Kiya Thomas, claim- compete at 5,000 meters (3.1 said Craft. Mlrma has really
ing the individual title.
miles). and Roberts' best come into her own as a disEven though the team will cross country time at that tance runner, she along with
be without Thomas and Ti distance is 18:12.6, a time Amy and Aislinn should be
Jaye Rhudy, who was fourth which she set in winning the right there in our front pack.
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Craft. is also excited about
his newcomers. and said
that this was one of his best
recruiting years.
Leading this group is Beth
Rudnlcke, a 2: 19 800-meter
runner who placed fourth at
last year's class A state meet
for St. Joseph Ogden.
-aeth is a real all-around
athlete and should be able to
help us a great deal in cross
country," Craft said.
Others include Carey
Dunker, who placed third in
the 1600 at the class A state

'

me.et. and Renee Rub
class AA all-state perfo
..All t hcse girls ha
pqtential for great Im
;nent in college," Craft
Last year's finish
Mid-Con meet was a
improvement. compa
some the dismal sho
Eastern had in the 1
years of the Gateway
ence. In 1990 the
Panthers finished eigh
in 1991 they finished
But now Craft's team is
roll. and he hopes to
on last year's showing
still.

Charleston's Largest
Selection of Chilled
Wines!

Spirits!
_-Kegs & Ponies
in stock at
Gateway & Eastside!
Go Panthers!

(Please have l.D. ready)

I'm hoping Aisllnn really add
the umph that we need."

Bud & Bud Light
Miller & Miller Lite

Milwaukee's Best
Old Milwaukee

Miller Genuine Draft
Busch
Natural Light

Old Style

Coors
Michelob

Join Our Keg Clu
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Seven to be added to Hall
Washington Bullets center

Kevin Duckworth highlights

the group of seven new
inductees into the Eastern
Athletic Hall of Fame that
were named over the summer.
Joining Duckworth in the
Hall's Class of 1993 are athletes Jon Collins. Frnak
Pttol. Dwayne Roe and Frank
Wolf, along with friend of the
university Allan Heath. AlsO
being honored for her longterm dedication to intercollegiate athletics and the conttn uing development of
women's intercollegiate athletics is current assistant
athletic director Joan

Schmidt
The inductees were elected
by members of the Eastern
Letterman's Club and will be
formally inducted during ceremonies on Sept. 25.
Duckworth, a member of
the class of 1986, was a
four-year Panther starter
and is the program's highest
draft pick ever - taken in the
second round by the San
Antonio Spurs.
Eastern's all-time leader
in rebounds and blocked
shots. Duckworth was chosen as the most underrated
player by the National
Basketball Association
Coaches in 1986, the NBA's
•
Most Improved Player in
1988 and was a Western
Fiie ,..._ - conference All-Star in both
Eastern guard Jon CoUfns puts up a shot during a 1988 and 1991. Duckworth
game against Northern Iowa. Collins ts one seven was also recently named to
being inducted into the Eastern Athletic Hall of the Mid-Continent Conferon Sept. 25.
ence's All-Decade team of the

Let Us Entertain You!
University Board is a student orgawhose goal is to provide the camwith the highest quality entertainand activities at the lowest possibl
t to the students. These activities

executive officers. The University
d offic~ is located in the Student
Yity Center, Room 201 Union. Ne
and members· are always welcome.
stop by or call 581-5117.
light on Entertainment is published
tlniversity Board to highlight upcompus entertainment.

1980s.
Collins, also from the
class of 1986, was a teammate of Duckworth's and
one fo the Panthers most
honored basketball players.
A fifth-round choice of the
Denver Nuggets. Collins is
one of only two Eastern players named as Mid-Con player of the year and ls
Eastern's second leading
career scorer with 1, 702
points. He was also a twotime Sp<?rting News honorable mention All-American.
Pitol. from the class of
1951, lettered in football,
basketball and track. he was
a two-time all-conference
tackle/end who helped lead
the 1948 conference championship football team to the
school's first-ever post-season appearance in the Com
Bowl.
Roe, from the class of
1953, was a two-time flrstteam All-IIAC football offensive and defensive tackle and
was later drafted by the
Detroit Llons. He was also a
member of the Panther basketball team that won four
league titles. compiling in
four NAIA post-season tournaments.
Wolf, from the class of
1958. was the team captain
and MVP 1n both basketball
and baseball in 1958 - malcing him only the second
Eastern athlete to be so honored 1n the same year.
He earned seven letters in
the two sports and started
on the 1957 basketball team

* Welcom.e Week •93 Events *
Hot Mix Dance Party

Quakin' the Quad

Friday, Aug. 27, 9 pm

Saturday, Aug. 28, 9 pm - 1 am

It's about time you had some real fun!
Hot Mix is Chicago's #1 Dance Party, featuring over $30,000 worth of hi-tech lighting and sound. Add to that the best contemporary Dance music mixed by award
winning Chicago D.J. Scott "Smokin" Silz
and free giveaways, and you have a
rockin' party from start to finish with all
the fresh hits. Dance the night away at the
Hot Mix Dance party in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union.
Admission is $1.

New and returning students will be
rocking the campus with non-stop fun at
"Quakin' the Quad". It's an all-campus
party, featuring free food, music, games
and giveaways. The highlights of the party
will include food - soda, chips, nachos, etc.
D.J. Kevin Kramer will have the quad
rocking with the latest sounds of Top 40,
R&B, Rap and Alternative music. Games
featured include Sumo Wrestling, The Fly
Trap, The Human Gyroscope and Moon
Bounce Volleyball.

Comedian Jaz Kaner

Acoustic Guitar with

Saturday, Aug. 28, 11 pm

ovie: uThe Bodyguard"
Thursday, Aug. 26, 8 pm
off the first week of school with
first event, a showing of the movie
Bodyguard" Starring Kevin Costner
Whitney Houston. Admission is only
Don't miss "The Bodyguard" in the
Ballroom of the University Union.

that finished fourth 1n the
NAIA Tournament, the
school's best-ever national
finish at that time.
Heath. a
long-time
Panther Club contributor. is
a past president of the
PantheF '.Club and was the
1986 recipient of the Glen
Hesler Award - the highest
honor bestowed by the athletic deputment each spring.
Formerly an officer and
director 1n the Heath Candy
Co. in Robinson, where he
still resides, Heath contributed. $100,000 1n 1989's Magic
Million athletic scholarship
fund drtVe.
Schmidt has been an
associate athletic director at
Eastern since 1977 and a
staff member since 1970. In
that time, she founded and
coached women's cross
country from 1977-79 and
also coached track from
1974-79 and volleyball from
1975-77.
Schmidt's honors include
Oustanding Young Woman of
America in 1971. Who's Who
in American Women in 1977.
Charleston Jaycees Young
Educator of the Year 1n 1977
adn the Illinois High School
Association's Service Award
1n 1981.
The seven new inductees
constltue the 12th group to
be inducted into the hall.
They will be honored at a
brunch ceremony on Sept.
25 and during halft1me of the
Eastern-Western Illinois football game.
- Stoff report

This high energy rock and roll, no holds
barred, "What's he going to do next?"
show is brought to you in conjunction
with Quakin' the Quad. Jaz has been seen
on MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour,
Comedy on the Road, Comic Strip Live
and Comedy Club Network, as well as the
movie 'The Adventures of Ford Fairlane".
Admission is only SO cents.

Michael Gulezian
Thursday, Sepl 2r 8 pm
Garrison Keillor said, '1f I could play
guitar the way Michael Gulezian does, I
would just sit in front of a mirror and
watch myself do it." Michael Gulezian is a
charming, unpretentious guitarist--his
technical skills are brilliant. Don't miss this
epic guitar adventure at 8 pm in the Grand
Ballroom of the University Union.
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Duck finds
new team
in Bullets
By DON O'BRIEN
Guide editor

Kevin Duckworth was a
busy man this summer.
Duckworth, the only former Eastern player in the
National Basketball Association. was traded from the
Portland Trail Blazers to lhe
Washington Bullets for forward Haivey Grant midway
through fue month of June.
A week earlier, Duckv;orfu
and six other Eastern athletes were selected for induction Into the Eastern Hall of
Fame.
MThe minutes weren·t
there and there were always
excuses," said Duckworfu of
his lack of playing time in
Portland ... It was time to
move on. as much as I hate
to think about It."
Duckworfu. Eastem's alltime leader ln rebounding
and blocked shots, went
from the Trail Blazers starting center to lhe bench this
past season when Portland
went with more agile Cliff
Robinson at lhe center spot.
During his time with the
Trail Blazers. Duckworth
appeared In a pair of NBA
All-Star games, in 1989 and
1991, and helped lead
Portland to the NBA Finals
twice. The Blazers were
defeated by the Detroit
Pistons in 1990 and by the
Chicago Bulls in 1992.
The change of scenery
may be what Duckworth
needs at this point in his
career. He averaged careerhighs of 18.l points and 8.0
rebounds per game during
the 1988-89 season. His
statistics have declined in
eaC'h of lhe past four years.
The 7-footcr averaged 9.9
points and 5.2 rebounds in
74 games this past season.
"It appears to be a good
situation for him to move
into." said Eastern coach
Rick Samuels, who coached
Duckworth during his time
at Eastern. "Washington
didn't list a center on its roster last season."
It appear::; that Duckworth
may be able to step In and
start and center for Washington, which finished with a
22·60 record last season .
..He gives us a quality that
we haven't had in quite some
time - size," Bullets coach
Wes Unseld said. "His abilities as an offensive player
are evident and he knows
what it takes to win."
Samuels said that Duckworth knew that some
changes were going to be
made in Portland.
..We had talked about a
couple of different things
(prior to the trade)," Samuels
said. ~His position was that
he felt Portland was going to
make some changes and
that he could figure into
some of those changes."
Duckworth, whose jersey
number 00 ts fue only retired
of any Eastern basketball
player, and six othp" inductees, including former teammate Jon Collins. will be
placed in the Eastern Hall of
Fame on Sept. 25.
- The Associated Press
contributed to this story.
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YOUR DORM NEEDS
Mattoon JCPenney Only

THE-BACK-TO
SCHOOL
.
TRUCKLOAD JEAN SALE
SAVE ON ALL LEVIS®, LEE®, MIXED BLUES®,
ARIZONA JEAN COMPANY®
and much more, now through Sept. 6th

Mon. - Sat.
9:30 -9
Sun. 12-5

JC Penney
Cross County Mall
Mattoon

OPEN A JCPenn
Charge account
and receive a $5
merchandise certifi
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Wendell Moss
Rick Mullen
Jim Noll
Paul Pennington
, Ben Perez
Curtis Price
Kyle Pr1ce
Darrell Rennels
Mike RI.chart

Yr.

Poa.
LB

R-Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
R-Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
R-Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
R-Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
R-Fr.
R-Fr.
Fr.
R-Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
R-Fr.
So.
R-Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
R-Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
R-Fr.
R-Fr.
R-Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.

DT

CB
FS
CB
WR
LB
1B
CB
OG
WR
TE

CB
SS
FL
QB
FS
LB
TE
DT
DT

LB

DE
DE
LB

LB
DT

SS
RB
RB
OT
OG
WR
FB
WR

c

HB
DT
l.B
K

OT
FB
TE

OT
FS
QB
CB
NT
RB
DT

OG
OG
LB

~~

BMk to S( hool f dition I

.

LB
TE

LB
LB
LB
OT
OT
P/K

c

~Roehrig

Leonard Satterwhl.te

Letjuan Shahid
Don Sbymkewlch
Lewis Strtggles
Shannon Sutton

or
NG
CB

DE
CB
CB

Matt Sweeney

LB

Jason Sydnor
Mike Tarpey
Mark 1bJessen
Jeff Thome
Chris Westenberger
Chris Wilkerson
Peter Wilkes
Rodney Wilson
Doug Winter
Doug Wolf

DT
TE

Kevin z.eng

TE
QB
DT

NT

DE

LB

DE

OT

So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
R-Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
R-Fr. ·
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
SR
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
R-Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

LB
Steve Zuley
DE
Bead coach: Bob Spoo
Aaaiatants: John SmJth. Roy Wittke, Randy Melvtn, Bill
Legg. Tim Nolan. Jamle Craven

1993 Eastem volleyball roster
Name
Shannon Casey
Heather Brewster

Po9.

S
OH

Amy VanEekeren

S

Vanessa Wells

S
OH
MH
DS
OH
MH
MH
MH
MH

Kaaryn Sadler

Jennifer Damon
Paula Stephen
• · Brtgtd Brennan
Kim Traub
Monica Brown
Amy Poynton
Shem Ptwowarc:zyk
llead coach: Betty Ralston
Gndaate ue'atant: Bridget Hankenson

Yr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.

Poe.
FW
FW

FB
FB
GK
MF

W. Lincoln, Suite 2
RLESTON, IL 61920

17-348-8368

102 N. 6th
345-9732

Vlnko KuctnicFB
Greg McDonald
FB
Brad McTighe
FW
Ph1l Oblala
FBSo.
Henry Ospina
FW
Carl Owusu
FW
Brian Ritschel
GK
James Stewart
MF
Roberto Tom.tc
FB
Chris Turner
FB
Mark ValJntls
MF
Steve Van Dyke
MF
Bead coach: Clzo M06n1a
Graduate •..tstant: Les Szabo

Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

Fr.

Jl'r.

Pk'.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Pk'.
So.

1993 Eastem men's basketball
roster
Name

Po9.

Louis Jordan
Den1ck Landrus

F
G

c

Curtis Leib

c

Darrell Young
Andre Rodriguez

Yr.
Jr.
Jr.

c

Sr.

Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.

F
Johnny Hernandez
G
Troy Collier
G
Kurt Comer
G
C.J. WUllams
G
Steven Nichols
F
Johnny Moore
G
I
Walter Graham
c
Michael Odumuytwa
F
Michael Slaughter
F
Bead coach: Rick Samuels
.Matst.anta: Mike Church, Dave Weber, George Morgan

Pos.
F

Name
Julia Allen
Missy Beck

Yr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.

ARD COMICS

MF
FB

1993 Eastern women's basketball
roster

1993 Eastem soccer roster
N. .e
Paul Agyeman
Er1cAllcn
Matt Cook
Marie Gregory
Jacob Gress
Jim Harkness

Mike Jersey
Brlan Kelley

c; (

c

Cbrtsttne BochnaJr.
G
Tourrte Frazier
G
Kenya Green
G
LaShema Marble
F
Nicky Polka
G
Sarah Probst
c
Beth Salvaggio
G
&Dy Stanctl
F
}'lolet Waldner
F
Jacqui White
G
Tammy Wilkinson
G
Head coach: To be announced
Assistants: To be announced

TED' s

Yr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

..

Sr.
So.

So.
So.
Sr.

2 Blocks N.
of Roe's

rs & Mike Reinhart, Co-owners

mies, Back Issues,
fng Cards, Supplies
and Toys.

Live Bands - Disco {D.J. Kevin "Goob" Schackman)
Functions
(Booking Party's on Tuesday's. See Mark Glassgow MGR.)

THIS IS THE SEMESTER TO
COME BACK TO TED'S
WED.,Aug. 25th - Third Stone
Alt. Rock from Champaign
50¢ Miller Lite

REAKFAST
....

7 Days A Week

THUR.,Aug. 26th - Q..B.'s $2°0 Pitchers
$1 Mixers

Complete Breakfast
Menu!

FRl.,Aug. 27th

Live Rock -n- Roll
From Effingham

7th and Madison

345-7427

- Malaki

SAT., Aug. 28th

- Mickey Finn
Live Rock -n- Roll
From Efffingham

ocks Nortb of "OLD MAIN"
"Home Of St_rawberry Bread"

Great Dance Floor

Great Light Show
·6
6 e2

WELCOME
EIU Students & Paculty!

Serving Charleston
& Eastern Illinois University

readsticks

$1~2
Exp. 8/29/93

·425 W. Lincoln

Welcome Back Student
'
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